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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Introduction
This study identifies the engineering feasibility and the costs and benefits of options for
removing or ameliorating key constraints to navigation on the Barrow Navigation in the interest
of maximising its potential to the economy.
The Barrow Navigation leads from Athy in Co. Laois to St Mullins in Co. Carlow. It has two key
constraints to navigation: the low arches of Graiguecullen Bridge at Carlow and both the sea
lock and a natural rapid at St Mullins where navigation is restricted except close to high tide.
The study also examines any environmental constraints to achieving the options.
Use of the Barrow Navigation
The waterway is connected to the River Shannon and to Dublin via the Grand Canal Barrow
Line and the Grand Canal. At the seaward end it connects with the Barrow estuary and
therefore to New Ross, Waterford and potentially the open sea. The navigation structures and
navigation channel, together with the majority of boat berthing facilities on the Barrow
Navigation are managed by Waterways Ireland. There are 23 locks on the Barrow Navigation
provided to bypass weirs and rapids on the river.
Around 120 boats are berthed on the navigation with some 10 of these being hire craft
available to visitors. In 2011 there were just under 3000 lock passages (upstream and
downstream combined) with an estimate of 63 boats undertaking a complete passage. The
Athy to Carlow section receives the fewest visits.
Other activities such as rowing, canoeing, cycling, angling and walking take place along the
Barrow.
Constraints to use of the Barrow Navigation
A series of meetings and surveys identified user views on the river. The Barrow navigation
presents more difficulties than most boat navigations in Ireland with fast flowing water in
proximity to weirs, bridges and jetties. For some boaters this increases the appeal, for others
the combination of difficulty and distance constrains use. 61% of users surveyed had
experienced difficulties in navigating the river.
Key constraints identified for the whole river were:
•

flood waters and fast currents on the river

•

Overhanging trees

•

Shallows on parts of the river and at some locks

•

Break–ins to boats

•

Issues in finding a visitor berth

In relation to boating at Carlow the navigation arch on the bridge at Graiguecullen Bridge was
confirmed as one of the major navigation constraints on the river. Difficulties include the low
arch, the lack of visibility approaching the arch and the need to quickly move right towards the
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lock to avoid the weir immediately on passing through the bridge. Levels of flow make this
even more difficult at times. The lack of berthing at Carlow was also an issue.
In relation to St Mullins the lack of all tide access and the difficulty of navigation at the Scar
were key issues, with a proposed solution being all-tide berthing at the ‘Steamer Hole’
The consultation meetings also allowed Inland Fisheries Ireland and angling interests to raise
concerns about continuation of the important Twaite Shad spawning grounds and fishery at St
Mullins in any proposals for that location. This species is protected by the European
Community Directive on the Conservation of Natural Habitats and of Wild Fauna and Flora
(92/43/EEC)
Estimating the current economic value of boating and related activities on the Barrow
Navigation
A baseline estimate for current boating, angling, cycling and walking expenditure on the
Barrow Navigation is €3.5 million each year with a breakdown as follows
Type of activity

Current expenditure

Moored Boats

€

1,214,808

Visiting Boats

€

137,779

Hire Boats

€

415,650

Trip Boats

€

-

Day Boats

€

-

Canoeing

€

81,520

Angling ( day only)

€

643,500

Cycling

€

286,553

Informal Visits/Walkers

€

751,563

TOTAL

€

3,531,372

In addition annual expenditure associated with boats in Waterford City Marina is estimated at
just under €700,000 and with New Ross Marina at just over €580,000.
Engineering Options and Costs
Engineering options were considered to address constraints at Graiguecullen Bridge in Carlow
and at St Mullins
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Estimated Cost
€

Option

Description

St Mullins Option
1

New lateral canal from St Mullins Lock to 2km
downstream

5,725,590

St Mullins Option
2

New lateral canal from St Mullins lock to 4.4km
downstream (Drummin Peninsula)

8,280,870

St Mullins Option
3

St Mullins Option
4
Carlow Town
1
Option 1

New weir to raise water levels over the Scar.
Short lateral canal around the Scar
10 berth small harbour at St Mullins to enable
boats to sit through the tide on step ashore
berthing
Continuous sheet-piled navigation channel west
side of islands using western bridge arch.
Dredging programme and allowance for raising
bridge sofit

5,076,630

494,520

1,244,100

Change of navigation arch to central arch
Carlow Town
Option 2

Works to ensure adequate depth and airdraft
within central arch

963,300

Sheet piling to guide boats safely from middle
island to lock entry
Carlow Town
Option 3

Change of navigation arch to central arch with
changes at Option 2. Reduction in length of
middle island to allow earlier approach to the
Carlow Lock

491,400

Inistioge Option
1

Create 10 berth mooring facility within entrance to
Kilkenny Canal

551,070

Projected benefits of proposed changes at St Mullins and Carlow
The projected benefits of removing constraints to navigation at Carlow and St Mullins are that:
•

1

A further 60 boats may be moored on the river with 20 of these being new hire boats and
40 being new private craft.
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•

Visiting boats to the river may be expected to double from the estimated baseline of 204
per annum

•

A boat trip operator may provide a new weekly boat trip from New Ross to St Mullins
(baseline 0) and potentially beyond this to Graiguenamanagh, and another may ply its
trade from Carlow during suitable flow periods. There are no trip boats on the river at
present

•

An increase may be expected in general visitors to the river and its settlements, attracted
by the spectacle of additional activity on the river generated by the increased numbers of
boats. This increase in overall visits may stimulate the provision of day hire boating on the
river at a number of locations

A summary of the potential impacts of these changes can be seen against the current baseline
in the table below.
Ten year total
additional
benefit
associated with
infrastructure

Current boat
and navigation
related
expenditure in
the region

Projected
expenditure
with
infrastructure
changes

Annual
increase due to
infrastructure
change

Moored Boats

€ 1,214,808

€ 1,822,212

€ 607,404

€ 4,305,886.

Visiting Boats

€ 137,779

€ 275,558

€ 137,779

€ 976,715

Hire Boats

€ 415,650

€ 1,246,950

€ 831,300

€ 5,893,085

Trip Boats

0

€ 16,400

€ 16,400

€ 116,259

Day Boats

0

€ 62,400

€ 62,400

€ 442,353

Canoeing

€ 81,520

€ 81,520

€0

€ 0.00

Angling ( day only)

€ 643,500

€ 643,500

€0

€ 0.00

Cycling

€ 286,553

€ 286,553

€0

€ 0.00

Informal
Visits/Walkers

€ 751,563

€ 751,563

€0

€ 0.00

TOTAL

€ 3,531,372

€ 5,186,655

€ 1,655,283

€ 11,734,301

Type of activity

(discounted
@3.5% per
annum)
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The projected increase in direct and indirect expenditure in the area can be seen in the final
column and totals €1.65 million per annum after the changes are in place and bedded in and a
potential total of additional benefit to the area (discounted for net present value) in the region
of €11.7 million over a ten year period.
Using a tourism multiplier of 1.3 to examine the effects of this expenditure cycling in the
economy the current baseline provides some €4.6 million to the local economy which at a rate
of €35,000 per jobs may provide some 131 jobs to the local economy.
In the scenario where the infrastructure modifications are made the multiplier shows a
provision of some €6.7 million and a provision or support of 193 FTE jobs. This represents an
increase of 62 jobs supported in the area as a potential result of the change in infrastructure
provision.
The total cost of the two most expensive options at Carlow and St Mullins to provide
infrastructure have a combined total of €9.525 million so the benefits exceed the costs within
10 years. The nature of canal and navigation infrastructure means however that the benefit
should be available to the area during a more extended period of 25 years or more. The
design of infrastructure changes at St. Mullins may also have additional benefits in terms of
reducing flooding to dwellings and businesses at St Mullins. There will also be health benefits
of increased participation in recreation. These have not been estimated in the study.
It is assumed that the cost of maintaining the infrastructure, a dredging programme and
managing the additional lock at St Mullins are absorbed into Waterways Ireland annual budget
since these are already standing items.
Environmental considerations
The River Barrow is currently on the first step towards full Special Area of Conservation (SAC)
status and has been selected as a site Eligible to be a Site of Community Interest (SCI)
otherwise known as a candidate SAC (cSAC) This designation gives it identical full protection
as an SAC as its importance and sensitivity is recognised to protect against inappropriate
development and related activities. Selection features for the SAC include three species of
Lamprey, the Brook, River and Sea Lampreys, and Atlantic Salmon. It also holds two species
of shad, the Twaite Shad and the Allis Shad. These are both found on the Irish Red Data list
following widespread declines.
An annual internationally important shad fishing competition is held in St. Mullins Co. Carlow.
The Barrow has at present, the only known sizeable spawning population of Twaite Shad in
Ireland.
It will therefore be essential to avoid the construction of new obstacles to migration in the river
and where possible to mitigate the effects of current barriers. Dredging and construction work
should take place at appropriate seasons with protection and mitigation measures for aquatic
species and protected species such as otter and kingfisher.
All proposals need to be discussed with both NPWS and Inland Fisheries Ireland at the design
phase and a Habitats Regulations Assessment carried out.
A detailed set of impacts for each of the engineering options is provided within the report
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1.

INTRODUCTION AND TERMS OF REFERENCE

1.1

Introduction
This study was commissioned by Kilkenny LEADER Partnership, Carlow Local Development
Company and the JFK Trust in order to establish the costs and benefits of removing or
ameliorating key constraints to navigation on the Barrow Navigation. These constraints
included those that had been identified in the 2011 Barrow Recreation, Tourism and
Commercial Product Identification Study prepared for Waterways Ireland, and also those
raised by local boaters and businesses.
The Barrow Navigation is a river navigation leading from Athy in Co. Laois, through Carlow
Town, Bagenalstown, Leighlinbridge and Graiguenamanagh / Tinnahinch to St Mullins in Co.
Carlow. At the downstream end of the navigation a lock provides access to the Barrow Estuary
and this is navigable to New Ross and beyond to Waterford, Dunmore East and the open sea.
At the upstream end of the navigation boats can continue towards the Grand Canal system
and Dublin.
The three Local Development Partnerships, for Carlow, Kilkenny and Wexford are of the view
that the lack of 24 hour or all tide access to the ‘sea lock’ at St Mullins may be a key deterrent
to boats from the sea and estuary entering the Barrow Navigation and proceeding north to
Graigenamanagh and Carlow. This also reduces the potential benefits to New Ross of a
reason for boats to enter the Barrow Estuary, stay at New Ross, tour the estuary and the
Barrow and also conversely for Barrow based boats to descend the waterway and visit New
Ross.
A further constraint to the development of an active economy on and beside the river is
considered to be the height of the bridge in Carlow which amongst other dimensions means
that some types of boats on the waterway will not be able to pass under using the navigation
arch.
The dimensions of the waterway allows only for boats that meet the following requirements to
complete passages:
•

Boat length less than 18.5 metres

•

Boat beam less than 3.9 metres

•

Boat draft less than 1m and in summer conditions less than 0.76m

•

Boat airdraft ( height above water level) less than 2.58m (across a width of only 2.4
metres at Carlow)

These dimensions are restrictive in terms of draft and airdraft in the places that have these
constraints and limit the types of craft that can be used on the waterway. In general terms the
waterway is more accessible to barge type craft with shallow draft and low superstructures
and to smaller boats.
1.2

Terms of Reference
The terms of reference for this study included
•

Identifying the main constraints to using the Barrow, with particular reference to
constraints at St Mullins and passage under Carlow Bridge

•

Developing engineering and infrastructure options for constraints to use of the river at
these points

•

Identifying the environmental impacts and environmental costs of the options

•

Preparing an overall Cost-Benefit Analysis of the options.
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Figure 1 – Map of Ireland’s Waterways
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Figure 2 – Map of the Study Area
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2.

THE RIVER BARROW AND BARROW NAVIGATION , CURRENT USE AND THE MAIN
CONSTRAINTS TO ITS USE

2.1

The Barrow Navigation

2.1.1

Nature of the Navigation
The Barrow Navigation runs between Athy and St Mullins Lock. It follows the navigable parts
of the River Barrow, and bypasses the main rapids and weirs via lateral canals with locks. The
waterway is connected to the main network and to the Shannon via the Grand Canal Barrow
Line and the Grand Canal.
The navigation structures and navigation channel, together with the majority of boat berthing
facilities on the Barrow Navigation are managed by Waterways Ireland.
The navigation runs mainly through attractive rural areas with a predominance of woodlands
along the lower section. The waterway passes through a number of settlements with
interesting heritage including Athy, Carlow, Bagenalstown, Leighlinbridge, Goresbridge,
Graiguenamanagh and finishes close to St Mullins at St Mullins Lock which is the sea lock on
the system. There are 23 locks on the Barrow Navigation provided to bypass weirs and rapids
on the river.
Navigable waters continue through the estuary of the Barrow which can be accessed from St
Mullins Lock at close to full tide or via a slipway at St Mullins. From there boats can access the
Nore estuary port of Inistioge or progress to New Ross and Cheek Point at the mouth of the
estuary where the choice is to go out to sea or navigate the River Suir to visit Waterford City.
The river is tidal below St Mullins with High Water Spring Tides frequently flooding the lower
parts of the village and the towpath between St Mullins and St Mullins Lock for a period of an
hour or more. A tidal rapid at St Mullins referred to as ‘The Scar’ is a hazard for unwary
boaters. There is a strong ebb flow on the tidal parts of the river heading towards New Ross.
The lack of a marine chart for the Barrow Estuary upstream of New Ross and lack of detail in
the Barrow Guide to navigation on the estuary also restricts use due to lack of information and
guidance. The Inland Waterways Association for Ireland (IWAI), a voluntary body representing
boating interests, plans to publish estuary charts in 2013

2.1.2

Boating on the Barrow:
2
At present an estimated 120 boats are based on the Barrow Navigation , mainly on moorings
along the river. The URS/Countryside Consultancy study in 2011 identified that there were an
estimated 190 boats on the Barrow Navigation and Grand Canal Barrow Line combined. 66
berths are available at Three Sisters Marina in New Ross within the Barrow Estuary and a
further 100 within Waterford City Marina on the River Suir within easy reach of the Barrow
Estuary.

The Shannon and Erne boat fleets can also reach the Barrow through the connected
waterway of the Grand Canal and the Grand Canal Barrow Line.
There are two main boat hire companies on the waterway renting both narrow and wide-beam
barges and these are based at Vicarstown (Barrowline Cruises) and at Rathangan (Canalways
Ireland) on the Barrow Line. A further boat is available for hire from Monasterevin (Jennifer’s
Travels). From each of the boats bases hirers can choose either to cruise towards the Grand
Canal and Ireland’s Midlands or make the descent of the Barrow Navigation, entering the river
at Athy.

2

Waterways Ireland 2012 Pers. Comm.
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There are no estimates of use of the navigation but lock passages give an indication of how
well used the Barrow navigation is. The figure below shows both upstream and downstream
lock passages for sections of the waterway.

Barrow Navigation Lock Passages - upstream and downstream (source Waterways Ireland)

The numbers of lock passages had declined until 2009 from a peak of 1848 in 2007. A number
of factors may have contributed to this decline including reducing numbers of people taking
cruising holidays in Ireland and a general reduction in tourism numbers in 2009. Since 2009
however the numbers of lock passages has increased with a total of 2925 in 2011. This was
the ‘Year of the Barrow’ with special events and boat rallies held that year to increase
awareness and use of the waterway.
The number of passages through the navigation is a different figure and may be based on
looking at figures for individual locks or groups of locks (the 23 locks are grouped into 8
sections for reporting purposes) as shown in the 2011 figures below:

This shows that the busiest sections of the waterway are within the Grand Canal Barrow Line
around Monasterevin north of Athy and around the Clashganna/Borris area. There is least
activity in the Athy to Carlow section. This data allows an estimate of whole passages of the
waterway which may not have exceeded 63 in 2011 based on the number of downstream
passages at the Ardreigh Levitstown section. The lock passage data is based on passages
through the system where the lock keeper is alerted to assist passage. Other boaters may
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choose to open all of the locks on an independent basis and there is no estimate available for
this additional number.
Boats are berthed throughout the system, mainly on Waterways Ireland public berths for which
people pay an annual use and berthing fee. The main focal points for berthing are at St
Mullins, Graiguenamanagh, Leighlinbridge, Vicarstown, Monasterevin and Lowtown. There is
one private marina associated with the Lord Bagenal Inn at Leighlinbridge. Two private
marinas have previously been provided at Carlow and south of Fenniscourt but are not
operating and there are proposals for marinas at Athy (already excavated) on the river and at
Graiguenamanagh. At present some of the permanently moored boats occupy visitor
moorings on the river but Waterways Ireland has introduced a new permanent berth permit
scheme in 2012 which will assist in keeping visitors berths free for boats travelling through the
system.
Boats visiting or resident on the Barrow are required to have a general permit for use of the
locks, visitor berths and waterway. An extended mooring license was made available from
Autumn 2012. The license grants a boat owner the right to leave their boat in one location for
longer than 5 days on the Grand & Royal Canals and Barrow Navigations. This permit will
enable the holder to moor in a position allocated by Waterways Ireland on a soft bank area of
navigation property for a period of up to 1 year. This will lead in the 2013 season to a greater
capacity of moorings on the Barrow for visiting boats.
In 2012 there were three companies advertising cruising boats for hire on the Barrow with a
capacity of some 10 boats. All of the boats had been constructed or purchased to fit the
dimensions of the waterway and were all of a narrow-beam or wide-beam barge type.
Waterways Ireland, which keeps the Shannon Boat Register (includes Barrow boats) and the
Erne Boat Register, ask users of the register for data on boat length, beam, draft and airdraft.
Supplying this is not a mandatory requirement. Interrogating the database to identify how
many boats lie within the dimensions that are suitable for the Barrow revealed that the majority
of boats had not entered airdraft dimensions on their application forms but that 6584 boats on
the Shannon and 5503 boats on the Erne would fit within the navigation criteria on the Barrow
of:
Less than or equal to -

2.1.3

•

18.5m length

•

3.9m beam

•

1.2m draught

Canoeing
The Barrow river is widely used for canoeing by individuals, clubs, youth groups and
commercial operators. A number of activity providers include canoeing e.g. ‘Go with the Flow’
provides both canoe sessions and multi day holidays, and Pure Adventure provides canoe
sessions.
Focal points for canoeing are Clashganna and Graiguenamanagh but most sections of the
river south of Athy are paddled frequently. Clashganna is the venue for one of a national
series of white water races and is a venue for white water racing training. This section is
attractive as the lateral canal allows people to return to the starting point without carrying their
canoes long distances. The waterway at this point is also used for rafting in inflatable craft.
Scouts, outdoor centres and canoe clubs include the Barrow in their regular programmes.
In terms of canoeing grade the river ranges from 1-3, whilst the lateral canals provide stillwater paddling.
Kilkenny LEADER Partnership, Carlow Local Development Company and the JFK Trust has
promoted the development of a formal canoe trail along the Barrow as the river is frequently
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used for expeditions and longer trips. The National Trails Office and Waterways Ireland looked
jointly at the feasibility of such a trail and commissioned guidance on the development of
National Canoe Trails.
Information for canoeists about the river is easily available on www.irishwhitewater.com.
2.1.4

Rowing
At certain points such as in the estuary at New Ross, at Graiguenamanagh and at Carlow and
at Athy there is rowing use of the river and this provides events to attract spectators. There are
four rowing clubs associated with these sites.
In the estuary there is coastal rowing and in September the Celtic River Festival at New Ross
stages a major rowing event from St Mullins to the town. This Barrow Challenge attracts a
large number of rowing crews from all over Ireland and includes Rowing Union racing boats,
Slaney cots, curraghs, one-design coastal rowing boats or ‘gigs’ and some French traditional
craft.

2.1.5

Angling
The Barrow is a significant angling river with a productive coarse fishery, a salmon fishery
which is presently closed due to stresses on the system, and an important Thwaite Shad
fishery in May within the tidal waters. The Irish record for Twaite Shad is held in St. Mullins
with a fish weighing 1.54kg.
There are 8 main clubs on the system:
•

Athy and District Angling Club

•

Ballinakill Angling Club

•

Kilberry Angling Club, Athy

•

Monasterevin Angling Club

•

Leighlinbridge Angling Club

•

Kilkenny City and County Angling Club

•

Tullow Salmon and Trout Anglers Association

•

Mount Leinster Anglers

•

New Ross Coarse Angling Club

Inland Fisheries Ireland is currently conducting socio-economic research on recreational
angling in Ireland and some Barrow relevant data may emerge from this.
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2.2

Recommendations – the 2011 report
A summary of the main recommendations for the Barrow Navigation is provided below
together with a note of the actions taken since the report was issued. Other proposals for the
Grand Canal Barrow Line which were included in the 2011 report have been omitted.
Recommendation

Action taken at the time of this report

New guide and chart required

New updated Barrow Guide produced.
IWAI intends to provide charts for the
Barrow Estuary

All locks need upstream and downstream
waiting jetties ( e.g. Lock 12 below Milltown
Feeder)

n/k

Vegetation clearance on aqueducts, bridges,
turning points, lateral canals and navigation
side of river to ensure that there is good
visibility, space to pass and so that boats can
stay within the channel at the recommended
distance from the bank.

Permanent
programme
permission

Sign visitor moorings and public jetties clearly
to assist visiting boats

Programme in place

vegetation
clearance
underway
with
NPWS

Ensure that boats do not permanently block
public jetties or water points

New permanent mooring permit scheme
introduced. Enforcement of limited stay
period on public jetties

Provide jetties to allow access to historic sites
if there is public access to these

No action yet taken. Ownership and
access issues

Provide details of lock opening times in river
guides or at locks

Included in new Barrow Guide and in
separate section on Waterways Ireland
Website

More active weed eradication programme on
the Barrow – particularly canal sections

Programme in place but limited by
resources. All chemical controls now
restricted.

Signage on entry to navigation channels

Signage programme
resource limits

Signage of approaches to silting rivers e.g.
Greese and Lerr
Restoration of all heritage buildings associated
with the canal in ownership of WI (e.g.
camping barns for walkers on Barrow Way)

N/k

Project at Clashganna

underway

within
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2.3

Site specific proposals
The following site specific proposals were made as recommendations in the 2011 report.
Site

Proposals

St Mullins

All tide berthing feasibility study to allow visits from New Ross to the
Mill and the Interpretative Centre.
Campsite within Mill complex

Inishtioge

Provision of all-tide public berthing using cill within old canal section
Clear a number of visitor berths for both Craignemanagh and
Tinnahinch and make obvious where they area
Provide water tap at public berths

Graigenemanagh
Tinnahinch

24 hour facility block at Graiguenemanagh
Activity hub – new centre or new use for boat club
Buoyage for swimming area
Potential for off-channel marina
Canoe access point below weir – perhaps via restored dry dock
Barge trips to St Mullins or Borris

Clashganna
Borris
Goresbridge

Visitor moorings to allow walks and overnights
Jetty to provide walking access to Borris – signage clear at jetty
Woodland walks made apparent to boaters
Facilities block to support boating, canoeing and walking use
Activity Hub based from leisure centre.

Bagenalstown

Towpath resurfacing proposal (hard on long distance walkers but
secures wider range of local use)
Facilities block

Leighlinbridge

Facilities block

Aughnabinna
Island

Signage to make navigation channel side clear
Clear approach to new floating jetty from upstream and downstream
Clear vegetation from island to give turning room
Consider one-way navigation system – downstream on left bank,
upstream on right bank.

Carlow

Facilities block
Improve boat club mooring points
Remove-fill-in private marina or open out to provide berths below the
town.
Restore bank where private jetty provided.

Maganey
Levitstown

Clear indication of navigation arch
Promote as amenity site, fishing, picnics.
Potential site for industrial heritage interpretation
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Site

Proposals
Replacement of rotted mooring posts above Athy
Greater sense of welcome to Athy
Clear indication of visitor berths in Athy

Athy

Facilities block – either new jetty on river or above lock north of Athy
Clear information about heritage centre.
Information about horse bridge etc.
Potential permanent canoe polo site
WI to adopt Athy jetty
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2.4

Issues in using the Barrow
The Barrow navigation is complex in places and presents arguably more difficulties than most
boat navigations in Ireland with boaters having to deal with relatively fast flowing water in
proximity to features such as weirs, bridges and jetties. For some boaters this increases the
appeal as they seek more varied types of water and challenge their boating skills; for others
the combination of difficulties and the distance from the main hub of boating, the Shannon,
reduces the likelihood of the river being part of their cruising programme. The IWAI and
Heritage Boat Association have run special rallies on the river and this type of activity assists
in helping people become more familiar with the waterway.
The river has a reputation as being more complex to navigate than others. One example is the
passage through Carlow Bridge which is difficult for some craft due to river flows and airdraft.
3
In an extract from an IWAI publication in 2002 author David Beattie records:This is really about Carlow Bridge, because if you can fit under the bridge at Shannon Harbour
and the footbridge in Tullamore then the only other constraint is Carlow Bridge. The
dimensions are given in the Barrow Guide by reference to the water level at the old towpath
just at the bridge. The measurements in the Guide will enable you to tell if you are likely to be
able to get through; if not, a voyage to Carlow and back is still very pleasurable, but you really
should see the downstream stretches and feel the mounting excitement of the trip on the
tideway from St Mullins to New Ross (to my mind the most spectacularly beautiful stretch of
navigable river I have seen anywhere) and then the overwhelming sense of space and change
of scale as you meet the sea-going ships at New Ross.
On arrival upstream of the bridge at Carlow, go alongside. Inspect the level and the rate of
flow. Then decide whether you can fit and if it is wise to do so. At Easter in 1988 I towed the
56lb weight through behind the Charles. In 1997 I turned Schollevaer and went through
backwards, allowing the stream to do the work and using the engine to give steerage way. On
the four other occasions I’ve been able simply to go straight through. Coming upstream does
not have the same sense of drama as one can control speed and direction much more easily.
However, in 1964 the Charles went straight through, although her wheelhouse didn’t! The log,
reflecting the laconic style of her then owners, Peter Dobbs and Maureen Denham, simply
records “… shot Carlow bridge, vessel now centre cockpit, no injuries..
Carlow Fire and Rescue Service is called out on average 5 times a year to boats in difficulties
4
in Carlow , (although 2012 was an exception with no incidents). Difficulties have mainly been
in relation to boats going aground on the shallows around the island but boats occasionally
become stuck on or in the bridge. There have been no fatalities associated with these
incidents. The fire and rescue service has not received calls to incidents at St Mullins.

3
4

Inland Waterways News. Volume 29 No1 Spring 2002
Alan O’Neill Senior Assistant Chief Fire Officer Carlow Fire and Rescue Service pers. comm.
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3.

CONSULTATION RESPONSES
As part of this study a set of public meetings and a e-survey questionnaire to boaters were
carried out to elicit the views of boaters on the difficulties of the waterway and their solutions.
The survey was kindly distributed by IWAI to its members. It was also sent to the manager of
Three Sisters Marina in New Ross for onward distribution.
Public meetings were held, primarily for boaters, at Carlow (2 meetings) and
Graiguenamanagh (1 meeting) Boat Clubs. A meeting for tourism interests was also held at
Bagenalstown. 15 anglers also attended one of the Carlow meetings to register concern at
potential changes to the river at St Mullins and to alert the study team to the importance of the
Thwaite Shad fishery.
Consultations were held with Carlow County Council, Inland Fisheries Ireland and Waterways
Ireland as part of the study. Carlow Fire and Rescue Service was also consulted.

3.1

The E Survey
The purpose of the E survey was primarily to examine the issues encountered by boaters on
the river navigation.
There were 48 responses to the survey with respondent characteristics as follows:
•

46 out of 48 respondents had navigated the Barrowline or Barrow Navigation

•

Just fewer than 35% had been on the waterway once, the same percentage more than 10
times and 21% between 2 and 5 times.

•

In terms of types of craft responses were received from all types of craft as shown in the
chart

•

Craft length ranged from 3 to 18 metres with the smallest craft being a rowing boat and
the largest a barge.

•

Over half of the respondents had used all or most sections of the navigation. Of those that
had only used one section Carlow to Graiguenamanagh and Graiguenamanagh to St
Mullins were the most used sections.
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•

There was an almost even split between boats kept on the Barrow and kept elsewhere.

Respondents were asked if they had experienced any difficulties in navigating the Barrow.
•

61% had experienced difficulties using the Barrow with the following difficulties cited
a) Flood waters making the water too fast,
b) Shallows, rocks, weed, moored boats obstructing the navigation, propeller fouling by
weeds or plastic
c) Overhanging trees impeding progress
d) Lack of a regular dredging programme to remove silting and shallows
e) Lack of facilities, no visitor moorings available to visitors, no canoe access or camp
sites or secure storage for canoes, no interpretation, locked public toilets, few
slipways,
f)

Too many signs, or too few signs – (no consensus in the responses)

g) Break-ins and vandalism at Bagenalstown and Vicarstown
h) Shallow cill at Bagenalstown Lock , and shallow water at Ardreigh Lock
i)

The Scar at St Mullins being difficult to navigate;

j)

No berths at St Mullins

k) Not able to use the new jetty at Carlow.
One person mused that the river was difficult to navigate in summer (due to shallows) when
the main demand for hire boats was experienced. Another recorded that the lock keepers
were good at minding people on the sections they look after and see people safely through
their patch.
Respondents were also asked if they had any proposals for improving navigation on the
Barrow. 28 proposals were received in response. These fell into a number of categories and
are summarised below:
•

Moorings
−

Need for more serviced moorings, access points, water tap , sewage pump out,
service blocks ( toilet and shower), shore power hook ups, food delivery from shops,
dry dock facilities

−

Dedicated visitor moorings in all settlements

−

Need for safer moorings – e.g. in Carlow mooring ropes have been untied at night.
CCTV was proposed for Carlow for this reason.

−

Access to the pontoon jetty in Carlow ( currently locked at night)

−

Accessible floating mooring in Carlow

−

More slipways and access for rowing craft and consideration to a river route for small
craft from Athy to Monasterevin.

−

Basic toilet / shower facilities at St. Mullins

−

New Marina between Carlow and Graiguenamanagh
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•

•

•

•

Visitor and boat services
−

Organised boat trips with day or multi day tours – not having to drive the boat would
be an advantage – some people do not feel confident to drive rental boats
themselves.

−

More boat services, opportunities to lift the boat out for maintenance etc

Dredging Programme
−

Regular dredging programme to maintain depths on the navigation – not acceptable
that parts are less than one metre deep – Pinch points are above Carlow and at
Rathvindon Lock

−

Keep canals free from weeds and shallows

Environmental and natural quality
−

Developments should take into account the unspoilt and wild nature of the river and
do nothing to detract from this

−

Please do not change anything, the river is beautiful as it is

−

Maintain the heritage features of the Barrow such as old bridges etc and have all new
works in keeping with it.

−

Keep the manually operated locks

−

Big effort to maintain and improve water quality and the status of the angling back to
being a Salmon River

Other suggestions:
−

Raise the weirs to provide more depth

−

Raise Carlow Bridge

−

Change navigation arch of some bridges

−

Dredge the Scar at St Mullins, introduction of large deflectors to narrow and maintain
the channel. Installation of a basic berthing pontoon at the end of the wall / pier in St
Mullins at the old steaming hole to await the rising tide.

−

Promote the river more as a tourist attraction and to its full potential including walking,
cycling, canoeing, barges and if the problems are sorted more boats from the
Shannon will arrive

−

More promotion of St Mullins

A few respondents also registered concerns about the impact on the river levels of proposed
water abstraction above Athy to meet Kildare water supply needs. The widespread perception
5
is that levels will be lowered by this initiative .

5

The study team has examined the water abstraction issue in terms of its impacts on depths of water for boating. Based on desk study
the average effect is expected to be in the order of 1.3 cm lowering of levels with a maximum prediction of 4.2 cm at the driest week in
an average summer. Fenniscourt and Maganey are likely to receive the most impact on levels within this range.
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3.2

The meetings
All boaters at the meetings expressed that they believed that the Barrow was one of the best
river navigations in Ireland and had the potential to be much better used. The meetings
confirmed many of the findings of the e survey and took the opportunity to take a closer look at
views on moorings and the navigation arch at Carlow and to explore options for easing access
to the navigation at all tides at St Mullins.
In relation to boating at Carlow the following points were made:
•

The navigation arch on the bridge at Carlow (Graiguecullen Bridge6) was confirmed as
one of the major navigation constraints on the river. Difficulties include the low arch, the
lack of visibility approaching the arch and the need to quickly move right towards the lock
to avoid the weir immediately on passing through the bridge.

•

Levels of flow through the navigation arch made downstream passage difficult with
slowing down to pass accurately through the arch and maintaining steerage way difficult to
achieve.

•

Concern was expressed that the ‘new’ pontoon on the west bank of the river was
inaccessible due to silting and was wasted in that position without a regular dredging
programme.

•

A suggestion was made that the pontoon should be relocated on the east bank but
concern was expressed that the flood alleviation works had not left a suitable location.

•

The current moorings in Carlow were agreed to be insufficient to let the town play its due
role in the boating life of the river.

•

There was some discussion about changing the navigation arch to the west bank but
without initial and regular dredging this would not remain accessible.

Other proposals included an upstream gauge to allow boaters to assess whether their boat
would fit under the navigation arch in the prevailing conditions and an identified ‘bail out’ jetty
for those that suddenly realise that the bridge is impassible for them.
St Mullins
In relation to the issues of lack of berthing or all tide access to the navigation at St Mullins
there was agreement that it would be useful to enhance berthing at the Steamer Hole to allow
boats to sit through a tide during visits to St Mullins.
There was also consensus that the requirement to work out tides and arrive at the right time
for access to St Mullins Lock was an interesting feature of the waterway and added to the
sense of place. The difference between inland waterways craft and sea going craft was
discussed with consensus that many of the estuary-kept and sea-going visiting boats would
have a greater water depth requirement than the navigation would allow.
There was, none-the-less, interest in boats being able to travel easily upstream from New
Ross to St Mullins should they so wish and in the potential for a New Ross based trip boat to
be able to visit St Mullins and potentially Graiguenamanagh.
Encouraging more people to use the Barrow Estuary for boating was felt to be a good and
worthwhile objective.
Other views were expressed at the Graiguenamanagh meeting such as the importance to the
local economy of developing waterside walking and the potential for a bridge across the river
at St Mullins.

6

Carlow bridge was built in 1569. It was widened in 1815 and re-named Wellington Bridge. It is now called Graiguecullen Bridge.
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There was discussion at both venues of the historic proposal to extend the navigation from St
Mullins Lock downstream of St Mullins to enable all-tide use of the navigation.
The anglers present at the meeting pointed out that the EC Water Framework Directive
requirements pointed more towards reducing the impact of navigation structures on the river
and improving its ecological status. They would prefer to see removal of weirs rather than an
increase.
Anglers pointed out the presence of an important and protected Twaite Shad fishery at St
Mullins. Any impoundment of waters their through the building of new weir structures would be
likely to destroy the fishery and the spawning grounds for Twaite Shad7.
The Angling Clubs made a formal objection to any changes to structures, water levels and
water salinity at St Mullins at the meeting.
Tourism meetings
The meeting in Bagenalstown focussed on increasing the tourism opportunities on the Barrow
linked to boating activity and waterside activities such as walking and cycling. Access to berths
for hire cruisers and visiting boats was discussed as were the issues of vandalism that had
emerged from the boat user survey. It was agreed that a coordinated approach should be
taken to development on the river and opportunities taken to draw together the original
steering group to reenergise the Barrow Action Programme. Individual villages needed to take
their opportunities to service river and towpath users and to ensure that there were attractive
opportunities for visitors to eat, stay and have entertainment in the settlements.
Consultation meetings:
Waterways Ireland
Consultations were held with Waterways Ireland engineers for the Barrow to establish the
organisation’s views on potential changes to navigation arrangements at St Mullins and at
Carlow. These meetings were held principally to obtain data, drawings of structures, and the
engineering view of current obstructions within the navigation and attempts that had been
made previously to overcome them.
Inland Fisheries Ireland
A meeting was held with Inland Fisheries Ireland to establish the detail of fisheries that might
be impacted by changes in structures on the river. IFI confirmed the importance of the Twaite
Shad fishery in both Irish and European terms and explained that the current weir at St Mullins
was a significant barrier to the success of these fish in the Barrow. A further downstream weir
would remove conditions for the current fishery at St Mullins. As a salmonid river it was
important that no further barriers to fish migration would be created without significant
mitigation. In terms of new structures IFI confirmed that it would need to be consulted during
any design phase, and in the detail of arrangements to protect fisheries during any works.
Documentation
Significant efforts were made by the study team to obtain historic drawings for the proposal to
extend the canal seawards from St Mullins. In the event two historic documents were
consulted: one sourced from Carlow Library Service and one kindly provided by Sean Reidy.
New drawings were produced by URS in order to assess the costs and engineering feasibility
and these are included in Section xx

7

Twaite Shad or Allosa Fallax is a protected species under the European Community Directive on the Conservation of Natural Habitats
and of Wild Fauna and Flora (92/43/EEC). It requires good connectivity between freshwater and transitional or estuarine waters to
complete different life stages and clean, well-oxygenated gravels for spawning.
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4.

CASE STUDIES
Two case studies were prepared to inform the work. One case study addressed the
development of the River Charente in West France, which is a similar river with multiple mills
and by-passing lateral canals and locks and some river shallows. The other related to the
Lower Bann in Northern Ireland where Waterways Ireland has recently encouraged the
development of a cruise hire base where previously the river had none.
These case studies have been provided in Appendix A with the main learning summarised into
the text.
The Charente and other French canals and waterways
River navigations are more problematic than canals in that there is fluctuation of depth and
navigation can be more complex. None the less the Charente which is navigable from
Angouleme to the sea is offered in the itineraries of a range of hire boat companies and is
popular. Examples of boat hire companies on the Charente include Rive de France at Cognac,
Hoseasons at Jarnac and Boat Rentals France, also at Cognac. These are mainly volume
operators with bases in a number of countries or areas. The fleets are of mixed age with
modern boats priced accordingly and the older boats rented on a ‘budget’ basis.
One of the attractive aspects of the waterway is the welcome and services provided in the
towns along the way. The area is known for its Cognac and there are several distilleries along
the route that welcome visits and degustation. Waterside areas in the towns and at attractions
are attractive with floral displays and a sense of civic pride. The river is sufficiently long for
both a week’s cruise on an out and back basis and for a fortnight’s cruise and prices compare
on a like for like basis with Ireland.
For local people and visitors there are places which provide kayak rental and in some places
weirs and fast water is used for training, canoe clubs and boat hire. In several locations canoe
conveyors are used to allow people to stay in their boats continuously as they shoot a rapid,
paddle back to the lock or weir and are conveyed up to the top again ( see images in case
studies). The emphasis in the area is to enable visitors to get onto the water and to ejoy the
experience so day boats and trip boats are also available.
At the sea lock of rivers there is often clear separation of types of boating with sea going
opportunities to boat and different freshwater based opportunities. Tidal ranges make the
combination difficult. As with many other places yachting is the most popular boating activity at
the coast and these yachts, due to the depth of their keels and the height of their masts cannot
navigate into the river navigations beyond the first bridge or shallow. Some motorboats make
the journey between sea and river navigation where dimensions permit but in most cases the
sea lock is the least used lock on the navigation and in many cases there is a discontinuity of
navigation caused by a bridge or other structure.
A strong characteristic of the Charente is the mill buildings that populate the banks. In many
cases these are either still working or have been converted to a modern use for
accommodation or restaurants. The main learning from the case study is the importance of
cruise hire in the mix of opportunities for visitors and the effort put into welcoming visitors to a
pleasant environment at the riverside with associated eating and hospitality opportunities.
Lower Bann River – stimulation of a cruise hire programme
The Lower Bann has very few resident or cruising boats and is one of the quietest official
navigations in Ireland. The river runs from Lough Neagh to Coleraine and carries a greater
volume of water than the Barrow. Despite this the river has its shallows and hazards and care
needs to be taken to enter the lateral canals to avoid large drainage control weirs and eel and
mill weirs. The river is popular for waterskiing and there are several zones dedicated to this
activity, run by clubs and watersports providers. The river is popular for rowing and kayaking
and there are periodic boat trips by the Maid of Antrim for the whole length of the river on a
commercial basis and there is a regular summer trip boat plying the river from Coleraine.
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Navigation is constrained on the river at times by the level of flows which make navigation
risky but this is mainly in the winter period. In 2011 Carrickcraft placed a number of hire boats
on the river for a trial period to judge demand and is continuing to provide boats on the river in
2013 from a base in Coleraine.
Coleraine Town Bridge presents a similar constraint to Graiguecullen Bridge in Carlow in that
it is a historic structure and is a height constraint on the navigation. This is made more
complex by the tidal waters at this point which sometimes make passage impossible. There is
strong separation between sailing craft which berth at Coleraine Marina and river boats with
very few yacht passages through the navigation. Occasionally some of the Lough Neagh yacht
fleet set off for the sea through the navigation but preparation is needed in the form of
removing the mast and binding it to the deck and weighting one side of the boat to reduce the
draught of the boat.
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5.

ESTIMATING THE CURRENT ECONOMIC VALUE OF BOATING AND RELATED
ACTIVITIES ON THE BARROW
This assignment has called for a cost-benefit analysis of different approaches to unlocking the
potential of the River Barrow. In order to do this satisfactorily a baseline value for boating and
related waterside activity needs to be established based on known numbers and expenditure
levels of activities. This is a complex exercise and has been based on the approach used in
economic valuation by British Waterways (now the Canal and River Trust) in GB, and adopted
for valuation studies and business cases for the Ulster Canal and the Lagan Navigation. Since
there is no direct data for the Barrow and a limited set of data for water activity in Ireland some
of the estimates are based on data from GB or UK studies (e.g. GB Leisure Day Visits Survey
or APCO Boat Hire Survey) or on broader expenditure figures from 2011 Failte Ireland Visitor
surveys.

5.1

Value of Individual sectors
The value of the following individual sectors of activity on and related to the waterways has
been calculated based on expenditure associated with the following:
•

Moored boats kept on the waterways – value of their cruising and non cruising activity

•

Moored boats kept on the estuary – value of their cruising and non-cruising activity

•

Visiting boats from adjacent waterways

•

Cruise hire boats based on the Barrow Navigation and Grand Canal Barrow Line

•

Day hire boats based on the Barrow Navigation and Grand Canal Barrow Line

•

Trip boats based on the Barrow Navigation, Grand Canal Barrow Line

•

Canoe based visits to the waterway

•

Angling based visits

•

Walking based visits (towpath)

•

Cycling Based visits (towpath)

In each case the value is based on a calculation of the number of boats or visits, the estimated
activity associated with those boats or visits and the amounts spent. A desk study of surveys
was carried out to derive the daily expenditure amounts for each activity or sector.
Taking all of the current activity and associated expenditure together provides a total of some
€3.5 million estimated expenditure on the Barrow Navigation each year with a breakdown as
follows
Type of activity

Current Value

Moored Boats

€

1,214,808

Visiting Boats

€

137,779

Hire Boats

€

415,650

Trip Boats

€

-

Day Boats

€

-

Canoeing

€

81,520

Angling ( day only)

€

643,500

Cycling

€

286,553
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Type of activity

Current Value

Informal Visits/Walkers

€

751,563

TOTAL

€

3,531,372

A detailed set of assumptions leading to the expenditure assumptions has been included in
Appendix B.
We have not included the value of boating on the Barrow Estuary or in Waterford within the
calculations as the relationship between the Barrow Navigation and the Barrow Estuary is not
clear and there is no estimate of what proportion of the expenditure benefits the Barrow.
However should all or part of this need to be included we have calculated estimated annual
expenditure for these boats and their activities as follows:
Waterford City Marina and New Ross
In Waterford City Marina there are an estimated 75 long term berthed boats, with an average
direct revenue per berth in the range of €800-900. In addition to this the average expenditure
per annum per boat, based on Irish Marine Federation study8 is €8000 net of berthing fees
The number of visiting boats per annum was 159 in 2011 and average expenditure €167 per
visiting boat again based on Irish Sea Marine Sector Research in 2006. This provides a total
direct and indirect benefit of just under €700,000 each year attributable to the marina and its
visitors.
The Three Sisters Marina New Ross has 66 berths with average revenue per berth €650 and
an average expenditure of €8000 per boat. The circa 100 visiting boats per annum are
estimated to spend an average of €167 per visiting boat resulting in an estimated total direct
and indirect expenditure associated with the marina of just over €580,000
The breakdown between motor boats and yachts is 60% yachts and 40% motor boats in
Waterford. Yachts are unlikely to take passage to St Mullins and some motorboats have
superstructures that are too high for the bridges on the Barrow Navigation. A reasonable
estimate may be that around 10%-15% may take a trip up to St Mullins or beyond if the
opportunity was made interesting to them.
A trip boat is based at New Ross Marina and this boat has indicated an interest in making trips
to St Mullins and Graiguenemanagh if the infrastructure allows.
Angling
Angling expenditure is likely to be much greater than reported above and a local study is
required to estimate the numbers and amount of expenditure associated with overnight
angling breaks on the river. This will become important if angling is displaced form any sites by
boating infrastructure or development.
Inland Fisheries Ireland appointed TDI in 2012 to carry out a a Socio-Economic Survey
of Recreational Anglers. The overall objective of the survey is to establish the current volume
and value of domestic and overseas recreational angling in Ireland. This survey is due for
completion in February 2013.

8

Based on research carried out at Kilmore Quay in 2006 as part of the Irish Sea Marine Sector Research – Economic Impact of
Boating on the East Coast of Ireland – Boyne to the Blackwater Tourism Development International and Judith A Annett Countryside
Consultancy
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6.

COSTS OF CHANGES TO NAVIGATION ON THE BARROW
The costs of changes to the navigation are discussed fully in the engineering report which is
appended Appendix C.
A summary of the options and their costs is provided in the table below.
Option

Description

St Mullins
Option 1

New lateral canal from St
Mullins Lock to 2km
downstream

St Mullins
Option 2

New lateral canal from St
Mullins lock to 4.4km
downstream (Drummin
Peninsula)

St Mullins
Option 3

St Mullins
Option 4
Carlow
Town
Option 1

New weir to raise water levels
over the Scar. Short lateral
canal around the Scar

10 berth small harbour at St
Mullins to enable boats to sit
through the tide on step ashore
berthing
Continuous sheet-piled
navigation channel west side of
islands using western bridge
arch. Dredging programme and
allowance for raising bridge
sofit

Estimated Cost €

Potential issues

5,725,590

Canal will pass in front of St
Mullins waterside property

8,280,870

Canal will pass in front of St
Mullins waterside property

5,076,630

494,520

1,244,100

Weir construction likely to be
unfeasible under terms of EC
Water Framework Directive
due to loss of Thwaite Shad
fishery at St Mullins and
upstream – EC Protected
Species
Subject to planning
permission
Historic bridge. Works may
not be permitted
Regular dredging programme
will be required.

Change of navigation arch to
central arch
Carlow
Town
Option 2

Works to ensure adequate
depth and airdraft within central
arch

963,300

Historic bridge. Works may
not be permitted

491,400

Historic bridge. Works may
not be permitted.

551,070

Subject to planning
permission (application
previously submitted to
Kilkenny County Council for
this project, no determination
as yet)

Sheet piling to guide boats
safely from middle island to lock
entry
Carlow
Town
Option 3

Inistioge
Option 1

Change of navigation arch to
central arch with changes at
Option 2. Reduction in length of
middle island to allow earlier
approach to the Carlow Lock
Create 10 berth mooring facility
within entrance to Kilkenny
Canal
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7.

BENEFITS OF PROPOSED CHANGES AT ST MULLINS AND CARLOW
The following benefits are estimated from the most effective changes to navigation
infrastructure (St Mullins Option 2 and Carlow Option 1) set out in the previous section:
1. A further 60 boats ( 50% increase on baseline) may be moored on the river with 20 being
new hire boats and 40 being new private craft. These would bring additional expenditure
to the area in terms of berthing fees, navigation licenses, trip expenditure and expenditure
in annual maintenance.
2. Visiting boats to the river may be expected to double from the estimated baseline of 204
per annum within 5 years entering the river from tidal waters at St Mullins and from the
Grand Canal Barrow line. The associated expenditure would benefit settlements on the
river.
3. A boat trip operator may provide a new weekly boat trip from New Ross to St Mullins
(baseline 0) and potentially beyond this to Graiguenamanagh, and another may ply its
trade from Carlow during suitable flow periods (current baseline 0).
4. An increase may be expected in general visitors to the river and its settlements, attracted
by the spectacle of additional activity on the river generated by the increased numbers of
boats. This has not been estimated as no data is available to provide a baseline.
5. This increase in overall visits may stimulate the provision of day hire boating on the river
at a number of locations (baseline 0).
A summary of the potential impacts of these changes can be seen against the current baseline
in the table below. Benefits at Inistioge are anticipated to be local in effect and to generate
approximately €16,700 in additional expenditure in the village. These have not been included
in the benefits below which relate only to the Barrow.

Type of activity

Current
expenditure

Projected
expenditure with
infrastructure
changes

Annual increase
due to
infrastructure
change

Ten year total
additional
benefit
associated with
infrastructure
(discounted
@3.5% per
annum)

Moored Boats

€ 1,214,808

€ 1,822,212

€ 607,404

€ 4,305,886

Visiting Boats

€ 137,779

€ 275,558

€ 137,779

€ 976,715

Hire Boats

€ 415,650

€ 1,246,950

€ 831,300

€ 5,893,085

Trip Boats

0

€ 16,400

€ 16,400

€ 116,259

Day Boats

0

€ 62,400

€ 62,400

€ 442,353

€ 81,520

€ 81,520

€0

€ 0.00

Angling ( day
only)

€ 643,500

€ 643,500

€0

€ 0.00

Cycling

€ 286,553

€ 286,553

€0

€ 0.00

Informal
Visits/Walkers

€ 751,563

€ 751,563

€0

€ 0.00

€ 3,531,372

€ 5,186,655

€ 1,655,283

€ 11,734,301

Canoeing

TOTAL

The projected increase in direct and indirect expenditure in the area can be seen in the final
column and totals €1.65 million per annum after the changes are in place and bedded in and a
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potential total of additional benefit to the area (discounted for net present value) in the region
of €11.7 million over a ten year period.
Using a tourism multiplier of 1.3 to examine the effects of this expenditure cycling in the
economy the current baseline provides some €4.6 million to the local economy which as a rate
of €35,000 per jobs may provide some 131 jobs to the local economy.
In the scenario where the infrastructure modifications are made the multiplier shows a
provision of some €6.7 million and a provision or support of 193 FTE jobs, This represents an
increase of 62 jobs in the area as a potential result of the change in infrastructure provision.
The total cost of the two most expensive options at Carlow and St Mullins to provide
infrastructure have a combined total of €9.525 million.
The nature of canal and navigation infrastructure means that the benefit should be available to
the area during a more extended period of 25 years or more. The design of infrastructure
changes at St. Mullins may also have additional benefits in terms of reducing flooding to
dwellings and businesses at St Mullins. These have not been estimated in the study.
It is assumed that the cost of maintaining the infrastructure, a dredging programme and
managing the additional lock at St Mullins are absorbed into Waterways Ireland annual budget
since these are already standing items. The proposals do extend the waterway by some 4km
southwards of St Mullins lock.
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8.

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS

8.1

Ecology

8.1.1

The Importance of the River Barrow
The Barrow Corridor is rich in biodiversity which has led to its designation at European level
for its important species and habitats. It is currently on the first step towards full Special Area
of Conservation (SAC) status and has been selected as a site Eligible to be a Site of
Community Interest (SCI) otherwise known as a candidate SAC (cSAC). This designation
gives it identical full protection as an SAC as its importance and sensitivity is recognised to
protect against inappropriate development and related activities.
The River Barrow is a popular game and coarse angling fishery. While the Barrow holds many
common fish species, there is good Brown Trout and Salmon fishing along many stretches. In
addition, the Barrow system holds a number of other fish species which are more ecologically
important, including three species of Lamprey, the Brook, River and Sea Lampreys, all
selection features of the SAC. Atlantic Salmon use the Barrow and Nore systems during their
upstream migration to spawn, and during their return from spawning.
More uniquely, it holds two species of shad, the Twaite Shad and the Allis Shad. These are
both found on the Irish Red Data list following widespread declines. An annual internationally
important shad fishing competition is held in St. Mullins Co.Carlow. The Barrow has at
present, the only known sizeable spawning population of Twaite Shad in Ireland. This fish, a
member of the herring family, lives at sea or in the lower reaches of Waterford Harbour and
ascends the Barrow to spawn in May each year downstream of the weir at St. Mullins. The
ascending fish provide high quality sport for leisure anglers at that time of year and specimen
9
Twaite shad are commonly taken (ISFC 2004 ). This angling fishery provides a valuable
service by way of acting as a ‘barometer’ on the status of shad populations. (From King
200610)

8.2

The River Barrow at Carlow and St. Mullins

8.2.1

Carlow
As the River Barrow flows through the centre of Carlow it passes under a multi-span bridge.
At this point the river is heavily modified with channelised concrete banks. Limited vegetation
is apparent although a thin strip of riparian plants are present.
A series of islands are considered in these proposals. The only island upstream of the bridge
is significantly covered with plantation woodland. The middle island, joined to the main bridge
comprises a garden of a private residence. Trees and shrubs line its banks. The island
furthest downstream also appears to have a number of trees, shrubs and grass growing on it.

8.2.2

St. Mullins
St. Mullins is situated in a rural part of Co. Carlow and the floodplain of the Barrow forms a
well wooded and valuable wetland habitat throughout this area. Extensive riparian vegetation
lines the banks of the river including many shrubs and trees both up and downstream of St.
Mullins. Downstream of the village lies a considerable area of mature fringing woodland on
both sides of the river. The river is very naturalised through this area and is largely free from
major bank modifications.

9

ISFC (2004) Annual Report of the Irish Specimen Fish Committee. Dublin

10

King J. J. (2006) The status and distribution of lamprey in the River Barrow SAC. Irish Wildlife Manuals No. 21. National Parks and
Wildlife Service, Department of Environment, Heritage and Local Government, Dublin, Ireland.
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8.3

Potential Environmental Impacts of the proposals at St. Mullins
Option 1 - Construct a new section of canal channel to extend from the downstream end of
St Mullins Lock for approximately 2 kilometres to below the Steamer Hole where a new sea
lock would be constructed
Adverse Impacts:
•

Loss of existing riparian fringe vegetation e.g. reeds, grasses and trees over a 2km stretch
upstream of St.Mullins;

•

Dredging would take place at the channel entrance below the Steamer Hole with a risk of
sedimentation to Twaite Shad spawning areas;

•

Creation of artificial/constructed banks would be less likely to be used than the otherwise
natural river banks by important European protected riparian species such as otter and
kingfishers.

Benefits over other solutions:
•

No weirs or other obstructions would be introduced to the river, allowing free passage of fish
and other species;

•

All works to canal would take place out of the River Barrow.

Option 2 - Construct a new section of new canal to extend from the downstream end of St
Mullins Lock to Drummin Peninsula approximately 4.4 km where a new sea lock would be
constructed
Adverse Impacts:
•

Loss of existing riparian fringe vegetation e.g. reeds, grasses and trees over a lengthy 4.4km
stretch;

•

Approximately 2km of riparian woodland (a canal width) would be lost downstream of St
Mullin’s below the Steamer Hole to accommodate the sea lock at Drummin Peninsula;

•

Dredging would take place at the channel entrance back into the river with a risk of
sedimentation to Twaite Shad spawning areas;

•

Creation of artificial/constructed banks would be less likely to be used than the otherwise
natural river banks by important European protected riparian species such as otter and
kingfishers.

Benefits over other solutions:
•

No weirs or other obstructions would be introduced to the river, allowing free passage of fish;

•

All works to canal would take place out of the River Barrow.
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Option 3 - Construct a new weir at the location of the Scar to raise upstream water levels and
also construct new section of canal cut with sea lock to bypass the new weir.
Adverse Impacts:
•

A weir would be installed, blocking free movement of European Protected Fish Species of
Lamprey and Twaite shad species (especially during low water) as they tend not to readily
pass such structures;

•

A weir could also cause some salmon spawning areas upstream, to be rendered unusable
following any alteration to the flow characteristics;

•

Dredging would take place at the channel entrance back into the river with a risk of
sedimentation to Twaite Shad spawning areas;

•

There would be creation of a short length of artificial/constructed banks, less likely to be used
than completely natural banks by important European protected riparian species such as otter
and kingfishers.

Benefits over other solutions:
•

Limited loss of existing riparian fringe vegetation e.g. reeds, grasses and trees restricted to
only to the village centre past the scar;

•

A central fish pass would make provision for some species of fish.

Option 4 - Creation of a berthing area below the steamer hole to allow boats to wait for the
rising tide.
Adverse Impacts:
•

Loss of semi-natural woodland, (c. 1ha) located adjacent to the River Barrow, fringing its
banks;

•

Dredging would take place at the channel entrance back into the river with a risk of
sedimentation to Twaite Shad spawning areas.

Benefits over other solutions:
•

No weirs or other obstructions would be introduced to the river, allowing free passage of fish
and other riparian species;

•

Negligible loss of existing riparian fringe vegetation e.g. reeds, grasses and trees;

•

All works would take place out of the river;

•

Would be the least intrusive option for riparian species as it would be restricted to one area.
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8.4

Potential Environmental Impacts of the proposals at Carlow Bridge
Option 1 - Construct a separate navigation channel along west side of river from Carlow Lock
upstream to the moorings.
Adverse Impacts:
•

A separate channel restricts the immediate lateral movement of returning fish once the weir
has been negotiated, keeping them confined in shallower and potentially lower quality water for
a time;

•

Dredging has the potential to cause sedimentation issues downstream;

•

Removal of part of one island has the potential to cause sedimentation issues downstream;

•

Removal of the part of the island would result in the loss of some plantation woodland.

Benefits over other solutions:
•

Dredging of the channel can be carried out completely separately from the river as the entire
channel would be sheet piled off during construction thus drastically reducing sedimentation
downstream.

Option 2 - Construct a separate navigation channel along west side of river from Carlow Lock
upstream to the middle island.
Adverse Impacts:
•

Dredging has the potential to cause sedimentation issues downstream;

•

Removal of part of one island has the potential to cause sedimentation issues downstream;

•

Removal of the part of the island would result in the loss of some scrub and natural vegetation.

Benefits over other solutions:
•

Some dredging of the channel can be carried out completely separately from the river as the
entire channel would be sheet piled off during construction.

Option 3 - Construct a separate navigation channel using timber piles along west side of river
from Carlow Lock upstream to the bridge island.
Adverse Impacts:
•

Removal of part of one island has the potential to cause sedimentation issues downstream;

•

Dredging has the potential to cause sedimentation issues downstream.

Benefits over other solutions:
•

Does not cause any changes from the existing situation for returning fish travelling upstream;
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8.5

Summary of Environmental Impacts of Options

8.5.1

St Mullins
Impact

Significant loss of riparian vegetation

Option

Option

Option

Option

1

2

3

4

X

X

X

Weir obstruction (Impact to Twaite Shad and Salmon selection
features)

X

Woodland loss (Impact to Oak woodland selection feature)
Dredging with sediment risk (Impact to Twaite Shad and Salmon
selection features)

8.5.2

X

X

X

X

Carlow
Option

Option

Option

1

2

3

Loss of island vegetation

X

X

X

Loss of island woodland

X

Dredging with sediment risk (Impact to Twaite Shad and Salmon
selection features)

X

X

X

Impact

8.6

X

Habitat Regulations Assessment
The River Barrow is designated as a candidate SAC and is therefore subject to strict
protection at National and European level. Development in such sites should be carefully
considered and only allowed to proceed in areas where the interest features of the Natura
2000 sites are not affected significantly either directly or indirectly.
No decision can be taken to proceed with a scheme until an appropriate assessment has been
made of the proposals using the usual four-stage process. Any potential impacts identified at
Stage 1 Screening must be carried forward to a Stage 2 Appropriate Assessment where the
impacts are studied in depth to ensure that no detrimental impacts are significantly impacting
the site.
When it has been fully satisfied that there would be no significant impacts to the selection
features of the river, then permission can be granted by the Competent Authority to proceed
with the development.
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River Barrow and River Nore cSAC
Key Interest Features
Annex I Habitats:
•

91A0

Old sessile oak woods with Ilex and Blechnum in British Isles

•

91E0
Alluvial forests with Alnus glutinosa and Fraxinus excelsior (Alno-Padion, Alnion
incanae, Salicion albae)

•

3260
Water courses of plain to montane levels with the Ranunculion fluitantis and
Callitricho-Batrachion vegetation

•

1310

Salicornia and other annuals colonizing mud and sand

•

1330

Atlantic salt meadows (Glauco-Puccinellietalia maritimae)

•

1410

Mediterranean salt meadows (Juncetalia maritimi)

•

4030

European dry heaths

•

7220

Petrifying springs with tufa formation (Cratoneurion)

•

6430
levels

Hydrophilous tall herb fringe communities of plains and of the montane to alpine

•

1320

Spartina swards (Spartinion maritimae)

•

1140

Mudflats and sandflats not covered by seawater at low tide

•

1130

Estuaries

Annex II Species:
•

1095

Petromyzon marinus (Sea Lamprey)

•

1096

Lampetra planeri (Brook Lamprey)

•

1099

Lampetra fluviatilis (European River Lamprey)

•

1103

Alosa fallax (Twait Shad)

•

1106

Salmo salar (Atlantic Salmon)

•

1102

Alosa alosa (Allis Shad)

•

1355

Lutra lutra (Otter)

•

1092

Austropotamobius pallipes (Freshwater White-Clawed Crayfish)

•

1029

Margaritifera margaritifera (Freshwater Pearl Mussel)

•

1990

Margaritifera durrovensis (Freshwater Pearl Mussel)

•

1016

Vertigo moulinsiana (Desmoulin's Whorl Snail)

•

1421

Trichomanes speciosum (Killarney Fern)
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River Barrow and River Nore cSAC
General Description
This site consists of the freshwater stretches of the Barrow/Nore River catchments as far upstream as
the Slieve Bloom Mountains and it also includes the tidal elements and estuary as far downstream as
Creadun Head in Waterford. The site passes through eight counties – Offaly, Kildare, Laois, Carlow,
Kilkenny, Tipperary, Wexford and Waterford. Major towns along the edge of the site include
Mountmellick, Portarlington, Monasterevin, Stradbally, Athy, Carlow, Leighlinbridge, Graiguenamanagh,
New Ross, Inistioge, Thomastown, Callan, Bennettsbridge, Kilkenny and Durrow. The larger of the
many tributaries include the Lerr, Fushoge, Mountain, Aughavaud, Owenass, Boherbaun and Stradbally
Rivers of the Barrow and the Delour, Dinin, Erkina, Owveg, Munster, Arrigle and King’s Rivers on the
Nore. Both rivers rise in the Old Red Sandstone of the Slieve Bloom Mountains before passing through
a band of Carboniferous shales and sandstones. The Nore, for a large part of its course, traverses
limestone plains and then Old Red Sandstone for a short stretch below Thomastown. Before joining the
Barrow it runs over intrusive rocks poor in silica. The upper reaches of the Barrow also runs through
limestone. The middle reaches and many of the eastern tributaries, sourced in the Blackstairs
Mountains, run through Leinster Granite. The southern end, like the Nore runs over intrusive rocks poor
in silica. Waterford Harbour is a deep valley excavated by glacial floodwaters when the sea level was
lower than today. The coast shelves quite rapidly along much of the shore.

Seventeen Red Data Book plant species have been recorded within the site, most in the recent past.
These are Killarney Fern (Trichomanes speciosum), Divided Sedge (Carex divisa), Clustered Clover
(Trifolium glomeratum), Basil Thyme (Acinos arvensis), Hemp nettle (Galeopsis angustifolia), Borrer’s
Saltmarsh Grass (Puccinellia fasiculata), Meadow Barley (Hordeum secalinum), Opposite-leaved
Pondweed (Groenlandia densa), Autumn Crocus (Colchicum autumnale), Wild Sage (Salvia
verbenaca), Nettle-leaved Bellflower (Campanula trachelium), Saw-wort (Serratula tinctoria), Bird
Cherry (Prunus padus), Blue Fleabane (Erigeron acer), Fly Orchid (Ophrys insectifera), Broomrape
(Orobanche hederae) and Greater Broomrape (Orobanche rapum-genistae). Of these the first nine are
protected under the Flora Protection Order 1999.

Overall, the site is of considerable conservation significance for the occurrence of good examples of
habitats and of populations of plant and animal species that are listed on Annexes I and II of the E.U.
Habitats Directive respectively. Furthermore it is of high conservation value for the populations of bird
species that use it. The occurrence of several Red Data Book plant species including three rare plants
in the salt meadows and the population of the hard water form of the Pearl Mussel which is limited to a
10 km stretch of the Nore, add further interest to this site.
(From Site Synopsis, and Natura 2000 form, NPWS).
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1

CASE STUDIES
During August and early September a number of rivers / canals were visited in northern and
western France. No formal contact was made with the authorities responsible for the
operation of the canals, rather the visits were informal and information presented here was
either obtained from the site observations or from the local Tourism Information Centre.
The Canals / Rivers visited included:-

A.

Nantes / Brest Canal (see map for details)
•
•
•

B.

E3 (N127) crossing 20km north of Nantes
Malestroit
Pontivy (junction with Blavet)

The River Blavet / Canal (see map for details)
Locations visited included:•
•
•
•
•

C.

Pontivy
Inzinzac – Lochrist
Hennebont
Lorient
Pont Louise

Charente River / Canal
Places visited included:•
•
•
•
•

D.

Rochefort
Saintes
Cognac
Jarnac
Chateauneuf –sur Charente

River Rance / Canal - Dinan

A separate case study was also prepared on the Lower Bann which is a comparable
river to the Barrow in Northern Ireland.

September 2012
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Summary of Key Findings
A.

Connections with the River / Canal
At every location visited there was a strong linkage between the city / town / village and the
navigation. Historic features were well preserved and interpreted. While the original function
of the navigations had ceased new exciting uses had taken their place. There appeared to be
active engagement for both local communities and at larger locations activities for visitors.

September 2012
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B.

Connections Between the Navigations and the Open Sea
A number of locations visited were at the tidal reach of the particular river, a point often
marked by a bridge that in some instances prevented movement of boats up and down the
river. So on the seaward side there were mainly yachts while cruisers and other smaller
pleasure crafts dominated the up stream side.
On the Charente at Rochefort the tidal run was perhaps 5-6 knots. Yathts were held in side
marinas with lock gates. We understand cruiser hire for the navigations is located above the
first lock.
The conclusion based on this limited search was that few boats cross this divide and
perhaps like in historic times the canal boats were limited to this point with cargoes
transferring to and from ocean going craft.

September 2012
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C.

Types of Boating Experience Available
The following is an inventory of what we observed being available. The relative numbers and
exact locations were not quantified. We have no information on typical trips made or their
duration.
i)

Cruiser hirer was available at a number of locations along the river / canal systems and
some international operators were present.

September 2012
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ii)

Privately Owned Boats
At most locations visited there was evidence of locally owned boats moored alongside the canal /
river or in small adjacent marinas.

September 2012
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iii)

Boats for Short Trips
There was a significant offer to the visitor on both the Charente and the Blavet. We were also
aware of trips available on the Nantes Brest Canal particularly on the lake sections.
The variety of trips available were impressive mostly from large towns. On the Charente major
cognac producing companies ran themed trips with links to their visitor centres alongside the
canal.
Specific locations identified included Saintes, Cognac and Jarnac on the Charente. At Dinan a
much larger boat made the trip seaward to St Malo on a regular basis, within the confines of the
tidal estuary.
There were numerous trips to off shore islands from Lorient and Rochefort.

September 2012
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iv)

Canoeing
This was clearly a very popular activity and involved individuals but also numerous clubs / activity
centres often located at or near locks in each town and village. In some cases they involved reuse
of existing canal side building and sometimes purpose built centres. Much of the activity appeared
to be centred around the locks where canoe slaloms have been constructed. Innovative additions
included conveyor belt facilities to lift canoes over locks while these facilities were often available
to visitors the emphasis was clearly on local community provision.

September 2012
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D.

Regeneration of Canal Side Buildings
Many of the old canal buildings have found new uses. As mentioned previously this included use
as activity centres, but other commercial and residential uses were identified.

September 2012
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E.

Other Activities
i)

Fishing – fish stands and information about fishing were observed at a number of locations
visited

ii)

Cycling – As expected cycling is a major activity along and around the navigation. Routes
were well marked and good clear information was readily available. Many boats were
observed with bikes on board.

iii)

A triathlon event was using the river / canal at Cognac on the day of our visit.
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iv)

Walking – Again well promoted and sharing the canal side paths with cyclists.

v)

Equestrian access was also acceptable at a number of locations.

September 2012
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F.

Available Information
This was based on information obtained in Local Tourist Information Centre.
In general information was good. Two booklets in particular stood out. They both related to the
Nantes Brest Canal. One was an overview of the navigation and key destinations along it. The
other was an inventory of things to do, places to visit, places to eat and sleep along and near to the
canal
Along the Charente cards setting out walk and cycling loops along and around the canal were
available.

G.

Technical Issues
Most locks were unattended and opened manually often without any security control. On the Nantes
Brest Canal we observed a Lock Keeper opening the lock gates with a hand held remote control
device.

September 2012
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1.1.1

The Lower Bann

The Lower Bann River is a fully navigable waterway managed by Waterways Ireland. Most commentators
agree that the river has yet to reach its potential for cruising and boating holidays. During 2011 and 2012
Waterways Ireland encouraged Carrickcraft to provide the first hire boat fleet on the River as a pump priming
project to stimulate further use.
The Waterway runs a distance of 58 km between Lough Neagh, the Bann Estuary and the sea. Boats are
able to enter the sea at Bann Mouth near Portstewart on the North Coast. The navigation is similar to the
Barrow in that for the most part boats follow the river. However instead of 23 locks there are only 5 with
short canal sections. The water is graded from a canoeing perspective from flat water to grade 3 whitewater.
The waterway runs through the villages of Toome, Portglenone, Kilrea,
Drumaheglis and is a major feature of the town of Coleraine where there
are very active rowing clubs. Waters at Coleraine lie below the ‘sea lock’
at The Cutts and there are two marinas, one public and one private and a
town jetty. There are inland marinas at Portglenone and at Drumaheglis
both operated by District Councils.
A canoe trail has recently been developed on the river with jetties provided
to allow paddlers to ‘portage’ or carry their boats around the locks. In
general the lateral canals that avoid the major weirs and rapids have an
entry considerably upstream of the hazards with the exception of the
major pen weir at the Cutts where considerable care has to be taken. The
navigation closes at the Cutts during periods of very high flows as the lock
cannot be opened and to protect users.
Waterways Ireland sponsors a river festival at Coleraine and as part of this
a long distance canoe race has been initiated. This joins a regular
programme of canoe events run on the river by Canoe Association for
Northern Ireland clubs.
Each of the villages has made effort to link the waterway with their village
centres and services and both Councils and Community Development Groups have played their part in this.
An application was made under Interreg Iva in 2010 to realise the value of the waterway to local communities
linking the Lower Bann villages and the Upper Erne villages. This application also had a water rescue
component.
Ballymoney Borough Council has
developed a very popular marina and
caravan park at Drumaheglis where
there is a waterski zone in the river.
This is a flagship tourism site for the
Council and encourages business within
surrounding settlements. A local club
runs a further waterski zone south of
Lough Beg.
The Lower Bann has some constraints
to navigation with the Lough Beg section
and a section upstream of Coleraine
being relatively shallow and the town
bridge in Coleraine being very low, and
impassable at high tide. In this way
there are similarities with the Barrow
Navigation. At times of high flow the
navigation is closed as it is not
considered safe to access the lateral canals from the river directly above the drainage control weirs present
on the river.
The trial period for hire boats has seen some successes with Carrickcraft intending to continue to base a hire
fleet at Coleraine for 2013.
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There have been no proposals to raise the town bridge in Coleraine as it is a listed structure, though it is a
significant constraint to navigation
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APPENDIX B ASSUMPTIONS UNDERLYING THE BENEFIT CALCULATIONS

Barrow Navigation Development Project Baseline assumptions)
Length of navigation (km)
Number of locks

65
23

1
120 Source Waterways Ireland

MOORED BOATS ( River)

Number of privately moored boats

Boat-related

Yearly Permit Fee

€

expenditure

Mooring fees p.a.

€

Other annual boat running costs
Total annual boat running Costs

€
€

Expenditure during noncruising visits

Non-cruising visits per boat per year
Duration of non-cruising visits (person days)
Non-cruising visits - spend per head per day
Average persons involved in non-cruising visits per boat
Total non-cruising expenditure

Cruising trips

€
€

Days spent on the waterway per cruise
Days spent on the waterway per boat per year

Average number people per boat
Total cruising spend per year - waterway-based boats
TOTAL EXPENDITURE GENERATED BY LOCALLY MOORED BOATS

VISITING BOATS (River)

Failte Ireland recreation based
40.00 day visitor expenditure 2011
WI Survey 2004 - for private
3.4 boating
€ 1,038,768.00
€

€

Visiting Private boat trips onto Barrow from adjacent canals/wate
Waterway length (Km)
Number of locks
Average boat speed (Km/hr)
Time to pass through locks (Mins)
Average hours cruised per day

65
23
5
20
5.0

Private boats

Average spend/person/day - private boats
Average number people per boat - private boats
Proportion of visits by hire boats

€

Hire boats

Average spend/person/day - hire boats
Average number people per boat - hire boats
Total Spend per year - all visiting boats

€

TOTAL EXPENDITURE GENERATED BY VISITING BOATS

€

((Length of canal km/Av boat
speed) + (Locks/Locks per
4.13 hour))/Hours cruised per day
843.20
0.80 assumed 80%
Failte Ireland Domestic Day
40.00 Visitor expenditure 2011
3.4 WI Survey 2004
0.20 Assumed 20%
Failte Ireland Overseas
overnight per diem expenditure
65.00 2011
4.2 WI Survey 2004
137,779

€

137,778.88

Average cost/hire(£s)

€

Hires per year
Hire Income

€

1,406.00 WI Survey 2004
Erne Average ( NITB) GB boat
companies achieve average of
22 weeks occupancy of boats (
see APCO Boat Hire Survey
15 2011)
210,900
Failte Ireland Overseas
£65.00 Overnight expenditure 2011
WI Survey 2004: average of 8.6
for all hire boating adapted for
5.0 the Barrow
4.2 WI Survey 2004
204,750.00

HIRE BOATS

No.hire boats from bases on the Barrow ( Grand Canal Barrow L

Hire cost

10

Cruising spend per person per day
Days spent on Barrow
Average number of people per boat
Spending by visitors on local cruise boats

TOTAL EXPENDITURE GENERATED BY LOCALLY BASED HIRE BOATS
TRIP BOATS

No.of trip boats on river

Use levels

Passengers per boat

Spending in canal corridor

Occupancy Rate
No.trips per year
Total number of passengers carried
Av.cost per trip

Other spending as part of visit
Income from Corporate Trips
TOTAL EXPENDITURE GENERATED BY LOCALLY BASED TRIP BOATS
DAY BOATS

No. of boats from bases on the Barrow

Use levels

Average days spent on Barrow per boat

Spending in canal corridor

1,214,808
Based on no of downstream
lock passages at Monasterevin
+ upstream boat passages St
204 Mullins *50%

Boat-days per year (per boat)
Boat-days per year (all visiting boats)
Proportion of visits by private boats

Spending in Barrow Corridor

6 BW Survey
1.5 BW Survey
BW Survey at 2005 prices but
almost the same as UK
15.00 Tourism Survey for 2009
2 BW Survey
32,400
9.5 BW Survey
WI Survey 2004 - for private
6.7 boating
63.7

Number of cruises per boat per year

Average spend/person/day

Waterways Ireland 2012 fee
126.00 level
Waterways Ireland 2012 fee
152.00 level
Waterways Ireland (WI) Survey
919.00 2004 (excl. fuel)
143,640

€
€

0
30

€
€
€
€

Boat hire cost per day
Average craft occupancy

€

Cruising spend per person per day
Boat hire
Day spend

€

TOTAL EXPENDITURE GENERATED BY LOCALLY BASED DAY BOATS
CANOEING

Canoe hire

Use levels

No. of boats

415,650.0

€

UC Economic Appraisal 2001
0.50 reduced
50
0
8 Average
GB Leisure Day Visit Survey
20.00 2011 (less cruise fee)
-

40
Based on day boat operations
50.00 avg cost in Ireland
4.1 BW Survey
GB Leisure Day Visits Survey
28.00 avg rural area expenditure
£0
£0
-

Assumed available from Barrow
30 bases

1-day hires per boat per year
Total 1-day hires per year
Spending in canal corridor

Visitor spend 1-day hire
Total spend

€
€

Casual canoeing
Visits per year
Visitor spend per visit
Total spend
TOTAL EXPENDITURE GENERATED BY CANOEING VISITORS

ANGLERS

3 hires per week per boat for
78 26 weeks
2340
GB Leisure Day Visits
28.00 Recreational Visit spend 2011
65,520.00
400

€
€

Failte Ireland Domestic Day
Visit associated with recreation
40 2011
16,000

€

81,520

Visits per year

UK averages for density of
visits/km in 1995/96 (100
6,500 visits/km/year)
Failte Ireland Avg day visitor
40.00 spend 2011 ( recreational)

Angling leisure day visit spend

€

Angling tourist day expenditure
TOTAL EXPENDITURE GENERATED BY ANGLING VISITORS

€
€

130.00 Indecon NI angling survey 2009
643,500.00

€
€
€

20 assumed
BW (assumed at 3 hires per
78 week per bike for 26 weeks)
BW (assumed at 1 hire per
26 week per bike for 26 weeks)
1560
520
GB Leisure Day Visits 2011
general recreational
28 expenditure
100 FI Overseas overnight
95,680

CYCLING

Cycle hire
No. of bikes

Use levels

1-day hires per bike per year
2-day hires per bike per year
Total 1-day hires per year
Total 2-day hires per year

Spending in canal corridor

Visitor spend 1-day hire
Visitor spend 2-day hire
Total spend

Use levels

Casual cycling
Visits per year

Local Day trippers

No. of cyclists on day trip visit from local area

6,500 100 visits/km/year)
4,225.0 65% of visitors
Based on BW towpath survey
20% response
GB Day Visitor Spend 2011
£18.00 sport
£15,210

After displacement
Visitor spend per trip
Total Day Cycling Visit Spend
Inbound Day trippers

Visitor spend per trip
Total Day Cycling Visit Spend

Holiday visits

10% visitors inbound day
650 trippers
50% tbc

No. of cyclists on day trip visit from wider area
After displacement
€
€

40.00 Failte Ireland Day Visitor 2011
13,000

€
€

25% of visitors (BW survey
adjusted to account for higher
1,625 tourism/head in Ireland)
WI Survey 2004: 2.2 days (for
2.2 walkers)
Low displacement as towpath
70% cycling rare commodity
Failte Ireland Overseas Day
65.00 Visitor Spend 2011
162,662.50

No. of cyclists on holiday visit
Trip duration (days)
After displacement
Visitor spend per day (incl. travel/accommodation)
Total Holiday Cycling Visit Spend

TOTAL EXPENDITURE GENERATED BY CYCLING VISITORS

€

286,553

INFORMAL WALKING VISITORS
Use levels

Visits per year

Local Day trippers

No. of informal visitors on day trip visit from local area
After displacement
Visitor spend per trip
Total Day Visit Spend

Inbound Day trippers

€
€

276,250 85% of visitors
Based on BW towpath survey
20% response
4.00 estimate
221,000

€
€

10% visitors inbound day
32,500.0 trippers - BW towpath surveys
Based on BW towpath survey
20% response
28 UK Leisure Day Trip 2011
182,000

€
€

5% of visitors (BW survey
adjusted to account for higher
16,250.0 tourism/head in Ireland)
Based on BW towpath survey
15% response
2.2 WI Survey 2004
Failte Ireland Overseas General
65.00 Overnight 2011
348,563

€

751,563

No. of informal visitors on inbound day trip visit
After displacement
Visitor spend per trip
Total Day Visit Spend

Holiday visits

50% of UK average density of
325,000 10,000 visits/km/year

No. of informal visitors on holiday visit
After displacement
Trip duration (days)
Visitor spend per day (incl. travel/accommodation)
Total Holiday Visit Spend

TOTAL EXPENDITURE GENERATED BY INFORMAL/WALKING VISITORS

to be confirmed

SUMMARY OF BARROW RELATED EXPENDITURE (Baseline assumptions)
Moored Boats
Visiting Boats
Hire Boats
Trip Boats
Day Boats
Canoeing
Angling
Cycling
Informal Visits/Walkers
TOTAL

€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€

1,214,808
137,779
415,650
81,520
643,500
286,553
751,563 Barrow
3,531,372 €

1.3
4,590,783
131 jobs

Barrow Navigation Development Project - Additional Benefit assumptions
Length of navigation (km)
Number of locks

65
23
180 Source Waterways Ireland

MOORED BOATS ( River)

Number of privately moored boats

Boat-related

Yearly Permit Fee

€

expenditure

Mooring fees p.a.

€

Other annual boat running costs
Total annual boat running Costs

€
€

Expenditure during noncruising visits

Non-cruising visits per boat per year
Duration of non-cruising visits (person days)
Non-cruising visits - spend per head per day
Average persons involved in non-cruising visits per boat
Total non-cruising expenditure

Cruising trips

€
€

Days spent on the waterway per cruise
Days spent on the waterway per boat per year

Average number people per boat
Total cruising spend per year - waterway-based boats
TOTAL EXPENDITURE GENERATED BY LOCALLY MOORED BOATS

VISITING BOATS (River)

Failte Ireland recreation based
40.00 day visitor expenditure 2011
WI Survey 2004 - for private
3.4 boating
€ 1,558,152.00
€

€

1,822,212

Visiting Private boat trips onto Barrow from adjacent canals/wate

Based on no of downstream
lock passages at Monasterevin
+ upstream boat passages St
408 Mullins *50%

Waterway length (Km)
Number of locks
Average boat speed (Km/hr)
Time to pass through locks (Mins)
Average hours cruised per day

65
23
5
20
5.0

Private boats

Boat-days per year (per boat)
Boat-days per year (all visiting boats)
Proportion of visits by private boats
Average spend/person/day - private boats
Average number people per boat - private boats
Proportion of visits by hire boats

€

Hire boats

Average spend/person/day - hire boats
Average number people per boat - hire boats
Total Spend per year - all visiting boats

€

TOTAL EXPENDITURE GENERATED BY VISITING BOATS

€

((Length of canal km/Av boat
speed) + (Locks/Locks per
4.13 hour))/Hours cruised per day
1686.40
0.80 assumed 80%
Failte Ireland Domestic Day
40.00 Visitor expenditure 2011
3.4 WI Survey 2004
0.20 Assumed 20%
Failte Ireland Overseas
overnight per diem expenditure
65.00 2011
4.2 WI Survey 2004
275,558

€

275,557.76

Average cost/hire(£s)

€

Hires per year
Hire Income

€

€

1,406.00 WI Survey 2004
Erne Average ( NITB) GB boat
companies achieve average of
22 weeks occupancy of boats (
see APCO Boat Hire Survey
15 2011)
632,700
Failte Ireland Overseas
£65.00 Overnight expenditure 2011
WI Survey 2004: average of 8.6
for all hire boating adapted for
5.0 the Barrow
4.2 WI Survey 2004
614,250.00

€

1,246,950.0

HIRE BOATS

No.hire boats from bases on the Barrow ( Grand Canal Barrow L

Hire cost

Spending in Barrow Corridor

6 BW Survey
1.5 BW Survey
BW Survey at 2005 prices but
almost the same as UK
15.00 Tourism Survey for 2009
2 BW Survey
48,600
9.5 BW Survey
WI Survey 2004 - for private
6.7 boating
63.7

Number of cruises per boat per year

Average spend/person/day

Waterways Ireland 2012 fee
126.00 level
Waterways Ireland 2012 fee
152.00 level
Waterways Ireland (WI) Survey
919.00 2004 (excl. fuel)
215,460

30

Cruising spend per person per day
Days spent on Barrow
Average number of people per boat
Spending by visitors on local cruise boats

TOTAL EXPENDITURE GENERATED BY LOCALLY BASED HIRE BOATS
TRIP BOATS

No.of trip boats on river

Use levels

Passengers per boat

Spending in canal corridor

Occupancy Rate
No.trips per year
Total number of passengers carried
Av.cost per trip

Other spending as part of visit
Income from Corporate Trips
TOTAL EXPENDITURE GENERATED BY LOCALLY BASED TRIP BOATS

2
30

€
€
€
€

UC Economic Appraisal 2001
0.50 reduced
50
1500
8 Average
GB Leisure Day Visit Survey
20.00 2011 (less cruise fee)
40,000.00 est of 20,000 per curise boat
16,400.00

DAY BOATS

No. of boats from bases on the Barrow

20

Use levels

Average days spent on Barrow per boat

40

Spending in canal corridor

Boat hire cost per day
Average craft occupancy

€

Cruising spend per person per day
Boat hire
Day spend

€

TOTAL EXPENDITURE GENERATED BY LOCALLY BASED DAY BOATS
CANOEING

Canoe hire

Use levels

No. of boats

€

Based on day boat operations
50.00 avg cost in Ireland
4.1 BW Survey
GB Leisure Day Visits Survey
28.00 avg rural area expenditure
£40,000
£22,400
62,400.00

Assumed available from Barrow
30 bases

1-day hires per boat per year
Total 1-day hires per year
Spending in canal corridor

Visitor spend 1-day hire
Total spend

€
€

Casual canoeing
Visits per year
Visitor spend per visit
Total spend
TOTAL EXPENDITURE GENERATED BY CANOEING VISITORS

ANGLERS

3 hires per week per boat for
78 26 weeks
2340
GB Leisure Day Visits
28.00 Recreational Visit spend 2011
65,520.00
400

€
€

Failte Ireland Domestic Day
Visit associated with recreation
40 2011
16,000

€

81,520

Visits per year

UK averages for density of
visits/km in 1995/96 (100
6,500 visits/km/year)
Failte Ireland Avg day visitor
40.00 spend 2011 ( recreational)

Angling leisure day visit spend

€

Angling tourist day expenditure
TOTAL EXPENDITURE GENERATED BY ANGLING VISITORS

€
€

130.00 Indecon NI angling survey 2009
643,500.00

€
€
€

20 assumed
BW (assumed at 3 hires per
78 week per bike for 26 weeks)
BW (assumed at 1 hire per
26 week per bike for 26 weeks)
1560
520
GB Leisure Day Visits 2011
general recreational
28 expenditure
100 FI Overseas overnight
95,680

CYCLING

Cycle hire
No. of bikes

Use levels

1-day hires per bike per year
2-day hires per bike per year
Total 1-day hires per year
Total 2-day hires per year

Spending in canal corridor

Visitor spend 1-day hire
Visitor spend 2-day hire
Total spend

Use levels

Casual cycling
Visits per year

Local Day trippers

No. of cyclists on day trip visit from local area

6,500 100 visits/km/year)
4,225.0 65% of visitors
Based on BW towpath survey
20% response
GB Day Visitor Spend 2011
£18.00 sport
£15,210

After displacement
Visitor spend per trip
Total Day Cycling Visit Spend
Inbound Day trippers

Visitor spend per trip
Total Day Cycling Visit Spend

Holiday visits

10% visitors inbound day
650 trippers
50% tbc

No. of cyclists on day trip visit from wider area
After displacement
€
€

40.00 Failte Ireland Day Visitor 2011
13,000

€
€

25% of visitors (BW survey
adjusted to account for higher
1,625 tourism/head in Ireland)
WI Survey 2004: 2.2 days (for
2.2 walkers)
Low displacement as towpath
70% cycling rare commodity
Failte Ireland Overseas Day
65.00 Visitor Spend 2011
162,662.50

No. of cyclists on holiday visit
Trip duration (days)
After displacement
Visitor spend per day (incl. travel/accommodation)
Total Holiday Cycling Visit Spend

TOTAL EXPENDITURE GENERATED BY CYCLING VISITORS

€

286,553

INFORMAL WALKING VISITORS
Use levels

Visits per year

Local Day trippers

No. of informal visitors on day trip visit from local area
After displacement
Visitor spend per trip
Total Day Visit Spend

Inbound Day trippers

€
€

276,250 85% of visitors
Based on BW towpath survey
20% response
4.00 estimate
221,000

€
€

10% visitors inbound day
32,500.0 trippers - BW towpath surveys
Based on BW towpath survey
20% response
28 UK Leisure Day Trip 2011
182,000

€
€

5% of visitors (BW survey
adjusted to account for higher
16,250.0 tourism/head in Ireland)
Based on BW towpath survey
15% response
2.2 WI Survey 2004
Failte Ireland Overseas General
65.00 Overnight 2011
348,563

€

751,563

No. of informal visitors on inbound day trip visit
After displacement
Visitor spend per trip
Total Day Visit Spend

Holiday visits

50% of UK average density of
325,000 10,000 visits/km/year

No. of informal visitors on holiday visit
After displacement
Trip duration (days)
Visitor spend per day (incl. travel/accommodation)
Total Holiday Visit Spend

TOTAL EXPENDITURE GENERATED BY INFORMAL/WALKING VISITORS

to be

SUMMARY OF BARROW RELATED EXPENDITURE ( Additional Benefit assumptions)
Moored Boats
Visiting Boats
Hire Boats
Trip Boats
Day Boats
Canoeing
Angling
Cycling
Informal Visits/Walkers
TOTAL

€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€

1,822,212
275,558
1,246,950
16,400
62,400
81,520
643,500
286,553
751,563 multiplier
5,186,655 €

1.3
6,742,651
193 jobs

Kilkenny LEADER Partnership, Carlow Local Development Company
and the JFK Trust – Barrow Navigation
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Limitations
URS Infrastructure & Environment UK Limited (“URS”) has prepared this Report for the sole use of (“Client”) in
accordance with the Agreement under which our services were performed [(insert Proposal no. and date)]. No other
warranty, expressed or implied, is made as to the professional advice included in this Report or any other services
provided by URS. This Report is confidential and may not be disclosed by the Client nor relied upon by any other party
without the prior and express written agreement of URS.
The conclusions and recommendations contained in this Report are based upon information provided by others and
upon the assumption that all relevant information has been provided by those parties from whom it has been requested
and that such information is accurate. Information obtained by URS has not been independently verified by URS, unless
otherwise stated in the Report.
The methodology adopted and the sources of information used by URS in providing its services are outlined in this
Report. The work described in this Report was undertaken between [insert date] and [insert date] and is based on the
conditions encountered and the information available during the said period of time. The scope of this Report and the
services are accordingly factually limited by these circumstances.
Where assessments of works or costs identified in this Report are made, such assessments are based upon the
information available at the time and where appropriate are subject to further investigations or information which may
become available.
URS disclaim any undertaking or obligation to advise any person of any change in any matter affecting the Report, which
may come or be brought to URS’ attention after the date of the Report.
Certain statements made in the Report that are not historical facts may constitute estimates, projections or other forwardlooking statements and even though they are based on reasonable assumptions as of the date of the Report, such
forward-looking statements by their nature involve risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results to differ
materially from the results predicted. URS specifically does not guarantee or warrant any estimate or projections
contained in this Report.
Copyright
© This Report is the copyright of URS Infrastructure & Environment UK Limited. Any unauthorised reproduction or usage
by any person other than the addressee is strictly prohibited.
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1

INTRODUCTION
The Barrow Navigation is 65km long, with 23 locks, and it extends from the heritage town of
Athy to the tidal estuary at St. Mullins.
Two major constraints have been identified to navigation along the Barrow these are:St Mullins - At St Mullins the” Scar” presents an obstruction to river navigation from the tidal
estuary to St Mullins Lock. This reach of the River Barrow can only be navigated at certain
states of the tide.
Carlow -The lack of headroom of Carlow Bridge (2.75m) and the health and safety issues
associated with boats passing the weir to enter Carlow Lock downstream of the bridge.
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2

ST MULLINS
A number of alternative options have been considered to address the issues at St Mullins.

2.1

Option 1 -Construct a new section of canal channel to extend from the downstream end
of St Mullins Lock for approximately 2 kilometres to below the Steamer Hole where a
new sea lock would be constructed
The works required are as follows:-

2.2

•

Construct a new section of trapezoidal channel approximately 1700m long. It is proposed
to provide a minimum water depth of 1.55m in the new canal which allows a depth of
0.35m for squat, deposit of sediment and weed growth. A beam width of 3.5m has been
adopted as representing the majority of boats. Based on this figure and allowing for
manoeuvring clearances between boats it is recommended that the canal be designed,
where possible, with an 8m base width and a 13m surface water width. The channel would
be lined as necessary to ensure watertightness. The channel would be widened just below
St Mullins to provide moorings.

•

Construct a new section of rectangular sheetpiled channel approximately 300m long. This
section of canal would be constructed partially in the river channel. The existing access
road and carpark and towpath at St. Mullins would be relocated to accommodate the new
channel. A new access footbridge would be required at location of existing tributary
stream.

•

Construct a new lock chamber at the downstream end of the channel of similar
dimensions to existing locks, using reinforced concrete or steel sheet piles. Construct new
moorings upstream and downstream of the new lock and construct a new footbridge. It is
recommended that all bridges should provide for a minimum navigation clearance of 3.5m
over a 3m width.

•

The existing river channel would be dredged at the outlet of new canal section
downstream of the Steamer Hole.

•

A new towpath would be provided along the full length of the new canal cut together with
associated surface treatment at lock, landscaping and signage.

Option 2 - Construct a new section of new canal to extend from the downstream end of
St Mullins Lock to Drummin Peninsula approximately 4.4 km where a new sea lock
would be constructed
•

Construct a new section of navigation trapezoidal channel approximately 4100m long as
described in Option 1. The channel would be lined as necessary to ensure watertightness.

•

Construct a new section of navigation rectangular sheetpiled channel approximately 300m
long as Option 1. The channel would be lined as necessary to ensure watertightness. The
existing access/carpark and paths at St. Mullins would be realigned relocated to
accommodate the new channel. A new access footbridge would be required at location of
existing tributary stream.
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2.3

2.4

•

Construct a new lock chamber, using reinforced concrete or steel sheet piles. Construct
new moorings upstream and downstream of the new lock and construct a new access
/footbridge

•

The existing river channel would be dredged at the outlet of new canal section at
Drummin.

•

A new towpath would be provided along the full length of the new canal cut together with
associated surface treatment at lock, landscaping and signage.

Option 3 - Construct a new weir at the location of the Scar to raise upstream water
levels and also construct new section of canal cut with sea lock to bypass the new
weir
•

Construct a new section of navigation trapezoidal channel approximately 550m long. The
channel would be lined as necessary to ensure watertightness.

•

Construct a new fixed weir with a 120 metre long crest length. The weir would be
constructed in reinforced concrete and sealed with a sheet piled cut-off along the
upstream toe. The downstream slope would have a minimum gradient of 1:8. The weir
would be designed with an integral central section to facilitate the passage of migratory
fish and eels.

•

Construct a new lock chamber, using reinforced concrete or steel sheet piles. Construct
new moorings upstream and downstream of the new lock and construct a new access
/footbridge

•

The existing river channel would be dredged at the outlet of new canal section
downstream of the Steamer Hole.

•

A new towpath would be provided along the full length of the new canal cut together with
associated surface treatment at lock, landscaping and signage.

Option 4 - Construct a new mooring at the location of the Steamer Hole to allow
berthing when Scar is impassable due to tidal levels.

•

Construct new floating moorings at the location of the Steamer Hole t0 cater for 10 – 12
boats.
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3

CARLOW TOWN CENTRE
A number of alternative options have been considered to address the issues at Carlow.
The headroom at the bridge can only be increased by either lowering the water level or
modifying the soffit of the navigational arch.
Lowering the weir at Carlow would reduce the depth of water over the upper sill at Carlow
Lock and the lower sill and chamber at Bestfield Lock. Dredging works may also be required
on the approach to Bestfield Lock.
Raising the soffit of the navigation arch would involve replacing the existing masonry arch with
a reinforced concrete arch faced with masonry. Piling of the walls of the arch is also likely to
be required. As the bridge is scheduled, these works will need approval from Department of
Arts, Heritage and Gaeltacht.

3.1

Option 1 - Construct a separate navigation channel along west side of river from Carlow
Lock upstream to the moorings.
Construct sheetpile walls between the three islands to form a new navigation channel separated from the
main river channel.

It is proposed to provide a minimum water depth of 1.55m in the new canal which allows a
depth of 0.35m for squat, deposit of sediment and weed growth. A beam width of 3.5m has
been adopted as representing the majority of boats. Based on this figure and allowing for
manoeuvring clearances between boats it is recommended that the channel will be designed,
with an 8m minimum width and a 14m maximum width.
The western arch will become the navigation arch and works will be required to raise the soffit
to improve the navigational clearance. As the bridge is scheduled these works will need
approval from Department of Arts, Heritage and Gaeltacht.

3.2

Option 2 -Construct a separate navigation channel along west side of river from Carlow
Lock upstream to the middle island.
Construct sheetpile walls between the lower and middle islands to form a new navigation
channel separated from the main river channel.
It is proposed to provide a minimum water depth of 1.55m in the new canal which allows a
depth of 0.35m for squat, deposit of sediment and weed growth. A beam width of 3.5m has
been adopted as representing the majority of boats. Based on this figure and allowing for
manoeuvring clearances between boats it is recommended that the channel will be designed,
with an 8m minimum width and a 14m maximum width.
The central arch would be designated as the navigation arch to ensure boats passing
downstream under Carlow Bridge are directed towards the west bank . Works would be
carried out to the navigation arch to raise the soffit and thus improve the navigational
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clearance. As the bridge is scheduled this work would require to be approved by Department
of Arts, Heritage and Gaeltacht.
A new channel would be cut through the island to allow boat passage into the navigation
channel.

3.3

Option 3 -Construct a separate navigation channel using timber piles along west side of
river from Carlow Lock upstream to the bridge island.
Construct timber piles upstream of Carlow lock islands to direct boats to the west side of river
away from the weir. The central arch would be designated as the navigation arch to ensure
boats passing downstream under Carlow Bridge are directed towards the west bank . Works
would be carried out to the navigation arch to raise the soffit and thus improve the navigational
clearance. As the bridge is scheduled this work would require to be approved by Department
of Arts, Heritage and Gaeltacht.
A new channel would be cut through the island to allow boat passage into the navigation
channel.
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4

INISTIOGE

4.1

New mooring at Inistioge
The proposal at Inistioge is to construct a new mooring at the downstream end of the disused
canal (see drawing). The moorings would provide for about 10 berths. The water level in the
canal would be maintained by a control structure at the mouth of the canal. The structure
would be formed in reinforced concrete and would include a penstock/ gate to prevent siltation
.
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5

BASIS OF COSTINGS
This section details typical elements of work outlined in the description of works and the rates
to be applied to estimate the capital costs. In general the rates are based on similar work on
projects undertaken by the consultants.

5.1

Mobilisation, Site Clearance, Temporary Works and Insurances
This involves the removal of trees, heavy scrub and other obstructions in order to allow
excavation equipment access to the navigation. It also includes for the construction of
temporary haul roads to areas not adjacent to public roads.
Provision is made for stripping and storing topsoil from sufficient areas adjacent to the bank
from which works would be carried out. Once the excavated material in a suitable condition
has been spread over the area from which the topsoil has been removed, the topsoil would be
re-spread and re-seeded.
Provision has also been made for temporary works and insurances.
•

5.2

20% of the total has been estimated for Mobilisation, Site Clearance, Temporary Works
and Insurances

New Navigation channel
The proposed new sections of navigation should generally be constructed to a base width of 8
metres and a corresponding water surface width of approximately 13 metres. It is necessary
that the navigational depth throughout should be at least the minimum draft of 1.55m. The
channel banks should be profiled to a maximum slope of 1 in 1.5. In areas prone to bank slips
measures should be taken to increase the factor of safety. In general a 3 metre wide grassed
towpath/access would be provided along the original towpath side and a 2 metre grassed
verge along the opposite bank.

5.3

Relining of Canal
The watertightness of the new canal sides and bed and the requirement for channel lining
work is dependent on whether or not the canal is generally underlain by glacial till or alluvium.
It might be necessary to provide special treatment at specific locations to restrict water loss. A
sum is provided for lining the navigation channel with a proprietary lining fabric covered with
concrete/clay in order to prevent this problem.
•

5.4

A rate of €180 per linear metre has been estimated for lining of the canal

Dredging of Existing River
Desilting of the channel bed along the river should if possible be carried out from one bank
only to ensure the minimum disturbance of natural habitats.
•

A rate of €150 per linear metre has been estimated for the restoration and dredging of the
existing river channel.
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5.5

Construction of New Lock
The new lock chamber would be constructed in reinforced concrete. In poor ground and
particularly in wet conditions, the use of sheet piling would have considerable advantages
during the construction stage.
The dimensions of the lock would be similar to the existing. Each chamber would be fitted
with mitre gates of composite construction i.e. a main structure of steel with hardwood heels
and mitre posts and cill clappings. The gate cills would be constructed in reinforced concrete.
The lock would be filled and emptied by a suitable sluice system. Prefabricated traditional
arrangements with modern penstocks should be installed to reduce maintenance.
Railed walkways should be fitted to the upstream side of the gates to provide access to the
operating gear.
Ancillaries would include landing stages, walkways, paved scorting rings, ladders (4 no.
minimum), service footbridge, mooring bollards and areas of hard paving as described above.
•

5.6

New Footbridges
•

5.7

A rate of €750,000 per lock has been estimated for a New lock

A rate of €8000 per linear metre has been estimated for a new footbridge

Moorings
A cost has been included for mooring areas along the navigation. This includes for
construction of floating moorings and the provision of potable water.
•

5.8

A rate of €1300 per linear metre has been estimated for new moorings

Towpath
An unpaved access towpath for maintenance purposes would be provided on one bank.
Fencing would be required to protect the canal banks from damage by livestock, to prevent
livestock straying into the canal, to provide access for maintenance and other activities and to
define the land take.
•

5.9

A rate of €75 per linear metre has been estimated for a 3m wide towpath

Soft Landscaping and Miscellaneous Works
Areas of soft landscaping and miscellaneous works would be required along the length of the
Lagan Navigation.
•

A provisional cost has been estimated for soft landscaping and miscellaneous works
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5.10

Land Acquisition and Additional Costs
In order to extent this section of Navigation at St. Mullins land would require to be purchased.
In addition businesses and residences directly affected by the reopening of the Navigation
may require to be compensated.
The level of compensation and costs of land acquisition are difficult to estimate accurately. An
allowance of €150k has been provided for option 1 and €300k for option 2, which would
include for professional fees etc.
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6

SUMMARY OF COSTS

6.1

Optimism Bias
The Optimism Bias adjustment factor, for the purpose of the appraisal, remains high as there
is still a significant amount of survey and investigative work required and potential risk which
cannot be ignored at this stage. The main issues outstanding at this point in the project
include.
• Detailed ground and service investigation still required
• Land ownership
• Detailed design
• Environmental mitigation
• Availability of funding
These issues have been incorporated into risk components to determine the Optimism Bias
adjustment factor. The optimism bias factor of 30% is recommended.

6.2

Total Costs
The total costs for the above schemes are shown below:

Location

Total

St Mullins Option 1

€5,725,590.00

St Mullins Option 2

€8,280,870.00

St Mullins Option 3

€5,076,630.00

St Mullins Option 4

€494,520.00

Carlow Town Option 1

€1,244,100.00

Carlow Town Option 2

€963,300.00

Carlow Town Option 3

€491,400.00

Inistioge Option 1

€551,070.00
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APPENDIX B COSTINGS
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St Mullins
Option 1

LOCATION

Optimism Bias

Mobilisation, Site Clearance, Temporary Works and Insurances

ITEMS OF WORK
Construction of new Moorings
Excavation of new cannal trapezoidal channel
Lining of new channel
Excavaion of new sheet-piled canal rectangular section
Construct sheet-piled wall and concrete floor slab for rectangle section
Consruction of new lock strucure
Construction of new access/footbridge
Surface treatment at Locks
New Towpath
Realigned Access/Car park & paths at St Mullins
Dredging of river at mouth of new canal
Soft Landscaping
Miscellaneous
Land Acquisition and Additional Costs

UNIT
m
m³
m
m³
m²
Sum
m
Sum
m
Sum
m
Sum
Sum
Sum

QTY
50
37,400
1,700
3,300
5,150
1
10
1
1,400
1
60
1
1
1

Total

Sub Total

RATE(€)
1,300
20
180
35
225
750,000
8,000
33,000
75
50,000
150
50,000
50,000
150,000
Sub Total

AMOUNT(€)
65,000
748,000
306,000
115,500
1,158,750
750,000
80,000
33,000
105,000
50,000
9,000
50,000
50,000
150,000.00
3,670,250.00
734,050.00
4,404,300.00
1,321,290.00
5,725,590.00

St Mullins
Option 2

LOCATION

Optimism Bias

Mobilisation, Site Clearance, Temporary Works and Insurances

ITEMS OF WORK
Construction of new Moorings
Excavation of new cannal trapezoidal channel
Lining of new channel
Excavaion of new sheet-piled canal rectangular section
Construct sheet-piled wall and concrete floor slab for rectangle section
Consruction of new lock strucure
Construction of new access/footbridge
Surface treatment at Locks
New Towpath
Realigned Access/Car park & paths at St Mullins
Dredging of river at mouth of new canal
Soft Landscaping
Miscellaneous
Land Acquisition and Additional Costs

UNIT
m
m³
m
m³
m²
Sum
m
Sum
m
Sum
m
Sum
Sum
Sum

QTY
50
90,200
4,100
3,300
5,150
1
10
1
1,400
1
60
1
1
1

Total

Sub Total

RATE(€)
1,300
20
180
35
225
750,000
8,000
33,000
75
50,000
150
50,000
50,000
300,000
Sub Total

AMOUNT(€)
65,000
1,804,000
738,000
115,500
1,158,750
750,000
80,000
33,000
105,000
50,000
9,000
50,000
50,000
300,000
5,308,250.00
1,061,650.00
6,369,900.00
1,910,970.00
8,280,870.00

St Mullins Option
3

LOCATION

Optimism Bias

Mobilisation, Site Clearance, Temporary Works and Insurances

ITEMS OF WORK
Construction of new Moorings
Excavation of soft material/ New canal cut
Construction of crescent stepped weir (inc. central fish pass & fish counter)
Construction of new footbridge
Construction of new lock structure
Surface Treatment at Locks
New Towpath
Dredging of river at mouth of new canal
Soft Lanscaping
Miscellaneous
Land Acquisition and Additional Costs

UNIT
m
m³
m
m
Sum
Sum
m
m
Sum
Sum
Sum

QTY
50
12,100
120
16
1
1
150
60
1
1
1

Total

Sub Total

RATE(£)
1,300
30
15,000
8,000
750,000
33,000
75
150
5,000
50,000
40,000
Sub Total

AMOUNT(£)
65,000
363,000
1,800,000
128,000
750,000
33,000
11,250
9,000
5,000
50,000
40,000
3,254,250.00
650,850.00
3,905,100.00
1,171,530.00
5,076,630.00

St Mullins
Option 4

LOCATION

Optimism Bias

Mobilisation, Site Clearance, Temporary Works and Insurances

ITEMS OF WORK
Construction of new Moorings
sheetpiled walls
Surface treatment
New Towpath
Dredging of Steamer Hole
Soft Landscaping
Miscellaneous
Land Acquisition and Additional Costs

UNIT
m
m²
Sum
m
m
Sum
Sum
Sum

QTY
120
300
1
100
60
1
1
1

Total

Sub Total

RATE(€)
1,300
225
10,000
75
150
10,000
50,000
7,000
Sub Total

AMOUNT(€)
156,000.00
67,500.00
10,000.00
7,500.00
9,000.00
10,000.00
50,000.00
7,000.00
317,000.00
63,400.00
380,400.00
114,120.00
494,520.00

Carlow Option 1

LOCATION

Optimism Bias

Mobilisation, Site Clearance, Temporary Works and Insurances

ITEMS OF WORK
Excavation of upstream end of island
Construct sheetpiles between lower 2 islands
Construct sheetpiles between upper 2 islands
General dredging of channel at upstream end
Dredging of river at upstream end
Soft landscaping
Miscellaneous

UNIT
m³
m2
m2
m³
m
Sum
Sum

QTY
3,000
1,360
800
1,000
500
1
1

Total

Sub Total

RATE(€)
35
250
250
35
35
50,000
50,000
Sub Total

AMOUNT(€)
105,000
340,000
200,000
35,000
17,500
50,000
50,000
797,500.00
159,500.00
957,000.00
287,100.00
1,244,100.00

Carlow Option2

LOCATION

Optimism Bias

Mobilisation, Site Clearance, Temporary Works and Insurances

ITEMS OF WORK
Excavation of upstream end of island
Construct sheetpiles between lower 2 islands
General dredging of channel at upstream end
Dredging of river at upstream end
Soft landscaping
Miscellaneous
Land Acquisition and Additional Costs

UNIT
m³
m2
m³
m
Sum
Sum
Sum

QTY
3,000
1,360
1,000
500
1
1
1

Total

Sub Total

RATE(€)
35
250
35
35
50,000
50,000
20,000
Sub Total

t Mullins

AMOUNT(€)
105,000
340,000
35,000
17,500
50,000
50,000
20,000
617,500.00
123,500.00
741,000.00
222,300.00
963,300.00

Carlow Option 3

LOCATION

Optimism Bias

Mobilisation, Site Clearance, Temporary Works and Insurances

ITEMS OF WORK
Excavation of upstream end of island
Construct timber piles to protect boat passage
General dredging of channelat upstream end
Dredging of river at upstream end
Soft landscaping
Miscellaneous
Land Acquisition and Additional Costs

UNIT
m³
nr
m³
m
Sum
Sum
Sum

QTY
3,000
75
1,000
500
1
1
1

Total

Sub Total

RATE(€)
35
500
35
35
50,000
50,000
20,000
Sub Total

AMOUNT(€)
105,000
37,500
35,000
17,500
50,000
50,000
20,000
315,000.00
63,000.00
378,000.00
113,400.00
491,400.00

Inistioge
Option 1

LOCATION

Optimism Bias

Mobilisation, Site Clearance, Temporary Works and Insurances

ITEMS OF WORK
Construction of new Moorings
sheetpiled walls
Surface treatment
Dredging of Steamer Hole
Soft Landscaping
Miscellaneous
Land Acquisition and Additional Costs
Control Structure

UNIT
m
m²
Sum
m
Sum
Sum
Sum
m

QTY
120
250
1
60
1
1
1
10

Total

Sub Total

RATE(€)
1,300
225
15,000
150
10,000
50,000
7,000
5,000
Sub Total

AMOUNT(€)
156,000.00
56,250.00
15,000.00
9,000.00
10,000.00
50,000.00
7,000.00
50,000.00
353,250.00
70,650.00
423,900.00
127,170.00
551,070.00

